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—News In Brief
Israel, Italian say they know who
killed American during hijacking

-Israel's military intelligence chief and an Italian prosecutor
both say they know who killed an American passenger on a hijacked Italian cruise ship. Neither identified the killer, but the
Israeli said it was the youngest of four Palestinian pirates.
In Rome, Socialist Premier Bettino Craxi announced the
resignation of his coalition government today. Defense Minister
Giovanni Spadolini and two other Cabinet members from the
Republican Party withdrew Wednesday to protest Italy's decision to release a Palestinian accused by the United States of planning the hijacking.
Prosecutors in Genoa also said Wednesday that all seven
Palestinians detained in connection with the hijacking of the
cruise ship Achille Lauro had been charged with murder and kidnapping in connection with the death of 69-year-old Leon
Klinghoffer.
The seven include the four hijackers, two unidentified fugitives
and a Palestinian arrested in Genoa before the cruise began Oct.
3.
Klinghoffees badly decomposed body was identified in
Damascus, Syria, on Wednesday and flown to Rome for an autopsy. Officials said the body had two bullet wounds.
Maj. Gen. Ehud Barak, chief of Israeli military intelligence,
said Klinghoffer "was chosen by the Jewish sound of his name
and dragged against his will to the edge of the ship's deck. The
youngest of the terrorists shot him in the head once or twice."
He said Israel's information about the death was "determined
conclusively by the evidence taken from the people on the ship."
He did not identify by name the hijacker who allegedly shot the
partially paralyzed Klinghoffer.
Harak said a Portuguese cleaning workir and the ship's hairdiesser were forced at gunpoint to push Klinghoffer's body over
the side of the Achille Lauro, and then to "clean the blood stains
off the ship"
Prosecutor Dolcino Favi told a news conference in Genoa early
today after the Achille Lauro returned to its home port: "We
have reconstructed the killing of the American in all the details."
He said prosecutors were certain who shot Klinghoffer, why he
was killed, and who threw the body overboard. However, he
declined to provide details.
Authorities have said the hijackers were traveling on false
documents, and have not identified them. But criminal complaint
filed against them in the United States identify them as Hallah
Abdalla Al-Asan, Maged Yussef Al-Malaki, Hammed Al-Abdulla,
and Abdel Atif Ibrahim Fatayer.
Italian news agencies have said that a hijacker they identified
as Hallah Abdullah Alhsan is 19 years old, and that the three
other hijackers range in age from 20 to 23.
Judicial sources have said the four deny killing Klinghoffer.
Barak also played a tape recording on Israel television of a con(Cont'd on page 2)

Elsewhere...
By

Associat•el

WASHINGTON — Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres is exploring with President Reagan and other U.S. officials prospects
for opening Middle East peace talks amid rising violence
in the
region.
WASHINGTON — From covering their service tattoos to varying their off-duty gathering places, members of the armed forces
are being advised on ways to reduce their chances of falling victim to terrorism abroad.
SALT LAKE CITY — A Mormon researcher blown from his car
and critically injured in the third bombing in two days has been
incriminated in the two fatal blasts that have been linked to a
controversial church document, police say.
HIGHLAND PARK — Eighty thousand striking workers
paralyzed Chrysler Corp. in the United States and Canada as
bargainers worked to end walkouts that could cost the U.S.
economy $65 million a day and the company up to $15 million.
WASHINGTON — The economy is showing signs of renewed
life, but private economists still have doubts about just how
lasting a rebound the country will enjoy.
WASHINGTON — AIDS, already challenging to researchers
seeking to prevent the disease and treat its victims, has been
found to affect the brain and behavior more than previously
believed, experts say.
SAN FRANCISCO — After suffering a heart attack, the Rev.
Noel Moholy asked a favor of Junipero Serra, the pioneering
California missionary."You have a bulldog like yourself who
won't give up. If you want more of the same, you'd better hang
onto me," Moholy prayed. And he recovered to resume a 35-year
campaign, to have the 18th-century Franciscan missionary
declared a saint.
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Dormitory woes
highlight Stroup
press conference
What was planned as an open
forum between Murray State
University students and MSU
president Kale Stroup turned into students' personal stories
about problems associated with
living in the univeisity's
residence halls.
The third open forum held by
Stroup was co-sponsored by
MSU-TV 11 and the MSU Student
Government Association.. Held
in the university's Curris
Center, about 30 students attended.
'the event Wednesday night.
The majority of the questions
and concerned expressed by
students concerned life in the
dormitories, with students citing
specific problems such as windows that wouldn't close, problems with bugs in the dormitory rooms, iiroblems with
telephone service, and overcrowded conditions.
Stroup, in an attempt to respond to students' questions,
directed many of the concerns to
Paula Hulick of the housing office at MSU.
In response to a question
about visitation hours, Dave

Kratzer, Curris Center director,
indicated that prior to the open
forum, the university's student
senate had passed a recommendation to alter the visitation
hours in the residence halls from
noon to 8 p.m. to a 2 p.m. to 10
p.m. schedule.
In response to a question
about a news article in the MSU
News which reportedly outlined
a university plan to renovate
and enlarge Racer Arena,
Stroup called the article "a
legitimate story but it was taken
out of context."
Stroup explained that
renovating the arena was "a
long way in the future" and that
it was included in a list of capital
projects planned by the Board of
Regents.
The hour and a half long open
forum included student concerns about the funding of the
university speech and debate
team, transportation problems
for university groups, recruitment and treatment of minority
Students, and security problems
at the university.

Dr. Kala Stroup fields a question from the audience

Funding concerns dominate KSBA meeting
By KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
Concern over the state's
education package in relation to
a lack of funding in three areas
of the foundation program —
capital outlay, transportation
and current operating expenses,
were among some of the important issues discussed earlier this
week at the Region I meeting of
the Kentucky School Board
Association, held in Livingston

County.
•
Region I encompasses Murray
Independent and Calloway
County school districts, and
members of those two districts
met with other school boards
from around the region.
Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey, after returning from the
Tuesday night meeting, commented that concern over funding of the education package
dominated the meeting.

"There's zero (funding) for
capital outlay and no percentage
increase for current operating
expenses (in the education
package)," said Jeffrey.
One other area in which board
representatives expressed concern revolved around the required 15 hours of board training, a requirement which is con.
sidered as an "excellent thing."
according to Jeffrey, but includes problems for board

WASHINGTON (AP) — Anew
Census Bureau study finds a
sharp rise in recent years in the
gap in incomes between those
who earned a college sheepskin
and those who have only a high
school diploma.
The earnings differential had
narrowed in the late 1960s and
the 1970s, leading some to warn
of a "glut" of college graduates

and to question the value of that
investment.
But the new report released
Wednesday found that the
"return" on college education is
growing again.
"Contrary to most current opinion, the market for college
graduates may be reviving,"
Census analysts Dave M. O'Neill
and Peter Sepielli said in a

report titled. "Education in the
United States: 1940-1983."
One possible explanation, the
analysts said, is that the flood of
baby boomers — the out-sized
generation born from 1946 to
1964 — depressed entry-level
earnings in the job market for
years, but now that "the babyboom flood (has) started to
recede," college graduates are

MISS
•
YOUR PAPIER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murrey•Lednor &
Times by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday 'ore urged to coil 733-1916 between 5:30 p.fft. -Nrnii 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, at"
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Sattii:
days. Office Hours — S a.m.- S
p.m. Monday thru Friday. 5 •
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday

•••

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
364
Barkley Lake
364

(Cont'd on page 2)

commanding higher pay.
In 1958, the median income of
the young college graduate was
$5.970, compared with $4.688 for
those who just went to high
school. The college graduates
were earning 1.27 times more.
That ratio fell as low as 1.21 in
1979, but since then it has climb(Cont'd on page 2)

Aurora to hold
annual festival
this weekend

10ST?,
CLOUDY
Becoming mostly cloudy
tonight with a 40 percent
chance of showers, lows
around 60 and light south
winds. Cloudy Friday with a
50 percent chance of showers.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for a chance of rain Saturday
and Sunday, but clearing and
cooler Monday...J:44. will be
In the 70s Saturday7—Jooltng
into the mid 60s to lower 70s
by Monday.

members who are unable to attend distant meetings.
"If workshops were closer,
within the first region and more
accesible, it would be easier (for
board members to attend," said
Jeffrey. The KSBA was also urged to look into the possibility to
reducing the required number of
hours of board training for
senior board members.

Income gap widening between graduates
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3
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Sports
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LEGISLATIVE PANEL — Four area legislators and two representatives of the Four Rivers Manisteeturers Council made up a p,.l that responded b..
,Aons and ;ward the dews and concerns of about
60 managers from some 2.5 industrial firms in the Four Rivers organization at its October meeting. Titl
ed "An Evening with Your State Legislators," the meeting was in the Garden Room at
Lourdes
Hospitalin Paduop.h. Shown are: (seated) Sen. Helen Garrett of Paducah, Second Senatorial District;
and Dr. Reit F.(1droway of Murray state l - nivernity. meeting coordinator and panel moderato
r; and
(standing from left) Sen. Greg Higdon of Fancy Farm, First Senatorial District; Rep. Freed Curd of
Murray, Fifth House District; Joel Ellington of Paducah Route S. Fourth House District; and
Mayne
O'Quinn, plant manager of the Pennwalt Corporation In Calvert City and president of the
Four Rivera
Manufacturers Council.

Three days of festivities are
planed for the Aurora Country
Festival Friday. Saturday and
Sunday at Aurora.
Arts and crafts, sorghum
making, a grist mill and a chain
saw carver will be featured each
day from 10 a.m, to 5 p.m.
Friday's event will include a
Tall Tale Telling Contest at 7
p.m. and music by Traveling
South in the tent at 8 p.m.
Events on Saturday will include children's games at 10:30
a.m.; an antique tractor pull at 1
p.m.: a parade at 1:30 p.m.;
music by South-Bound at 3 p.m.;
Pete's Hayride; Tall Tale Telling Contest at 7 p.m.; and music
by ConTemp0 in the tent at 8
p.m.
-Sunday's features will be
begin with church services in
the tent at 9 am.; an ice cream
social and gospel singing featuring The Challengers and other
groups from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.;
and a quigvid gun give-away at
4 p.m.
Food fare will include ham,
and beans and cornbrealt hot
Klaard on page If)
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Fire
training
Earlier this week, Murray
firemen got the opportunity
to practice their firefighting
skills under more relaxed
conditions than usual as
firemen deliberately set a
condemned house on fire. At
left, the can of diesel fuel used to ignite the condemned
house, at 8th and Pine
Streets, sits in the
foreground as firemen
prepare themselves and
their equipment to fight the
forthcoming tire. At right.
two firemen station
themselves in front of the
house, which quickly became
consumed by smoke and
flames.

Stan photos by lievie nowden

-

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Seventy-five college presidents.
worried about creeping
careerism and the emergence of
the Yuppie generation" on
campuses, launched a drive to
steer more students into community and public service.
They appealed to their colleagues to offer a vision and

Drive launched to
involve students
in public service

create incentives for public
service."
Berea College in Kentucky
was among the colleges
participating.
Frank Newman, president of
the Education Commission of
the States, which is running the
Project for Public and Community Service, said students

will respond to the call if campus leaders give "a clear signal
that this is important."
The project is headed by
presidents Howard Swearer of
Brown University and the Rev.
Timothy S. Healy of Georgetown
University, who joined Newman
at a news conference, and
Donald Kennedy of Stanford

University.
"There's a general impression
abroad in the land that students
today are primarily career
oriented, worried about jobs —
the Yuppie generation and all
that," Swearer said Wednesday.
"While there are those tendencies ... the public needs to
realize there is a good deal of

Income gap...

Not responsible for typograptucal
errors Ouantrty rights reserved
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ed to 1.39. College graduates
earned $21,988 on the average in
1983, compared with $15,789 for
the high school graduates.
In 1940. only 38 percent of

F
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(Cont'd from page 1)
Calloway County Schools
Superintendent Jack Rose concurred with Jeffrey's assessment of the meeting, adding that
he felt that those who attended
the meeting were in "general
agreement."
Those items which were listed
in a KSBA legislative agenda
provided at the meeting included the following items:
•Fully fund—the provisions
.enacted by the 1985 Special Session of the General Assembly,
the result of which may be a
temptation to reduce the price
tag of the reform package
adopted in July in order to accomodate new fiscal pressures,
according to the KSBA
legislative agenda.
•Obtain needed increases for
operating expenses, capital
outlay and pupil transportation.
•Keep school construction
and renovation removed from
the prevailing wage law. "If the
prevailing wage law is changed
to require educational facilities
to pay a calculated prevailing
wage, it is estimated that the
cost of new schools would be inflated by 20 to 25 percent," according to the KSBA legislative
agenda.
•Oppose legislation which
would further limit the policymaking of local school boards,
or the administrative and
management flexibility needed

public service going on and it
needs to be supported and
enhanced."
"Public and community service can do more than any
academic seminar to counter
provincialism and imbue a
sense of responsibility to
others," they said.

those ages 25 to 29 had attained a
high school diploma, and a mere
6 percent had college degrees.
Now, the report said, 86 percent
of those surveyed by the Census
Bureau said they have high
school diplomas and 22 percent
possess college degrees.

for effective schools. Seek needed changes in law pertaining to
certified personnel.
•Remove disincentives for
concerned citizens to seek elections to local boards of
education.
•Keep collective bargaining
as a local district option: defeat
any attempt to mandate
bargaining for local districts.
•Support legislation calling
for Constitutional revision to
allow appointment of the State
Superintendent of Public Instruction by the State Board of
Education.

Murray= jailed,
on felony charge
A 26-year-old Murray man is
being held in the Calloway County Jail after turning himself in
Wednesday to the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department.
Hillman Eugene Outland, of
215 South 13th Street, was charged with criminal possession of a
forged instrument, a felony.

Festival...
(Cont'd from page 1)
dogs and drinks, barbecue sandwiches, corn dogs, popcorn,
pork rinds and funnel cakes.
This special festival is being
sponsored by the JonathanAurora Action Committee
(JAAC).

Officials know who killed American...
(Cont'd from page 1)
versation in Arabic that he said was conducted Oct. 9 between
PLO official Mohammed Abbas and the four hijackers, the same
day they surrendered.
The United States accuses Abbas of masterminding the hijacking and Barak said the ship-to-shore conversation proved Abbas
knew of the pirate's plans in advance.
In the transcript of the conversations released by the Israeli army on Wednesday, Abbas is quoted as telling a hijacker called
Maged:
"Listen to me well. First of all, the passengers should be
treated very well. In addition, you must apologize to them and the
ship's crew and to the captain, and tell them our objective was
not to take control of the ship. Tell them what your main objective is. ... Can you hear me well?"
In an interview broadcast in Rome on Tuesday, Abbas denied
he masterminded the hijacking, saying: "I was only responsible
for the mediation and freeing the ship."
PLO chief Yasser Arafat appointed Abbas to negotiate the hijackers' surrender and the release of the ship and the more than
500 people aboard, and he was at Egypt's Port Said ship-to-shore
radio station when the conversation took place. The four hijackers surrendered to PLO officials and wete taken into Egyptian custody on the same day that the conversation in the
transcript allegedly took place.
Abbas heads the Palestine Liberation Front, the PLO faction to
which the hijackers claimed they belonged, and was with the four
hijackers on the Egyptian airliner U.S. Navy jets diverted Friday
to a NATO base in Sicily.
The United States was outraged when Abbas was allowed to
leave Italy for Yugoslavia last Saturday and has vowed to pursue
him for prosecution.
sU.S. Attorney General Edwin Meese said Wednesday the
United States was making headway in its pursuit of Abbas and
.had "hard evidence" to back up its -chargs_t?ats....libbas conspired
wIth others to seize the cruise ship
An official in Washington said the United States was earlier
provided with transcripts of the ship-to-shore conversation which
Is used to support an arrest warrant for Abbas, whose
whereabouts are unknown.
Meese did not spell otit how progress was being made, but did
say that "the FRI is pursuing through a variety of contacts . any
leads that might be helpful in terms of apprehending the
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

"Teeth weren't made to be taken out;
they ought to be treated and saved."
Dr. Woodfin Hutson, who
retired three years ago after 48
years of dental practice in Murray, practiced in Murray for
almost seven years before going
into the U.S. Navy Dental Corps
on Jan. 1, 1943.
He served at bases in various
sections of the U.S. before being
ordered to San Diego, Calif.
There he was attached to the 5th
Marine Division in 1945.
The division was being
readied for the planned invasion
of Japan, but before it left San
Diego, the two atomic bombs
were dropped on the Japanese,
ending sthe war. Through the
luck of an alphabetical listing of
the assigned medical and dental
officers, Hut didn't have to sail
with the division, which became
part of the occupational forces.
"The fellow listed just above
my name, a fellow by the name

of Holmes, had to go," he said,
"and I came back to Murray."
Once he returned from the service, Hut's office was located in
a medical building that Dr. Ora
Mason, mother of Pat (Mrs.
Robert 0.) Miller, had built at
201 South 5th Street for two doctors, a Dr. Fisher and a Dr. Garrett, neither of whom stayed in
Murray very long.
Hut and Dr. Mason had offices
in this building for two years.
Today, it houses the law offices
of Bob Miller and Rick Lamkin.
• • •
Hut and Jennie lived in
Louisville a second time — from
1953 until 1955 — during a period
In which he taught oral
medicine, treatment of gum
diseases and mouth reconstruction at the University of
Louisville Dental School.
He had become ill and had

Expensive health promises
Retirement health benefit
commitments made to employees over the last 20 years
are now coming back to
haunt Iusinesseirthat made
them. They should also worry
workers and government.
The sums stagger the imagination. According to estimates by the Labor Department, rising health care costs
have pushed up companies'
total health care obligations
to future retirees to at least
$125 billion. Joseph Califano,
now a director of Chrysler
Corp., puts the figure even
higher: $2 trillion for the 500
largest industrial companies.
Even worse, much of this
liability is unfunded. Federal
law, which requires companies to set aside funds for
pensions, makes no such provision for retiree health benefits. According to a recent
study, only nine of 4,000 companies surveyed had begun
saving money for retiree
health benefits.
The huge unfunded liability
creates a twofold problem.
For companies, rising retiree
health costs threaten a financial drain in the years ahead,
which could severely affect
their future profitability. The

bad news could come even
sooner, if accounting standards now under consideration
are adopted. Those standards
would require companies to
charge a portion of future retiree health costs against current earnings, a change that
would have an immediate impact on the bottom line. But
the looming liability is a
threat most of all to the 14
million employees of those
companies. They must worry
whether their promised
health benefits will be there
when they are needed.

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
second and final column in a
two-part series.)
been hospitalized for 13 months
before the teaching experience,
after
retilrned to Murray to reopen his dental office.
This time it was located in a
new professional office building
which had been built by L.D.
Miller and Wells Purdom Sr., on
South 5th Street directly across
the street from the building in
which he had shared offices with
Dr. Ora Mason.
Also located In the new
building were the offices of Dr.
John C. Quertermous, who now
has his own building at the corner of South 8th and Elm, and
James M. Lassiter, now the circuit court judge for Marshall
and Calloway Counties.
Later, Dr. Louis Ryan, an optometrist, opened an office
there. With Hut now retired, he
and Judge Lassiter are the only
two of the original tenants still
maintaining offices in the
building.
• • •
Although we have a tendency
to think of Hut as a tooth-pulling,
cavity-filling, denture-making
dentist, he was more than that.
He was both a periodontist and
an endodontist.
From the time he returned to
Murray in 1955 until he retired,
his practice was devoted almost
entirely to the treatment of gum
diseases, or periodontics, commonly known as pyorrhea.

Dentists from the four-stIte
and observe his techniques
area surrounding Murray referthroughout the day before drivred patients with severe proing back to Murray, often not
blems in this area to him for
getting home until after 10 p.m.
treatment.
"It all paid off, though," he
He never stopped learning his
smiled, "because 80 percent of
specialty. He figures that during
my practice was with patients
his practice, he took as much
who had been referred to me by
"post graduate" work as any
other dentists."
dentist in the area.
• • •
Dentists, he told me, are reHut doesn't recall making a
quired to accumulate at least 10
set of dentures or extracting a
points each year in continued
tooth during the last 10 years of
education in order to retain their
his practice.
licenses. They would earn two
"Dentistry has changed so
points of such credit for each
much," he said "It wasn't many
dental meeting they'd attend
years ago when a tooth simply
during the year.
was extracted if it was bad, but
Many have been the years
that's not the case today. Towhen he earned as much as 130
day's dentists make every effort
points traveling about the counto treat and save them. Why, I
try to participate in seminars,
would estimate that something
workshops and meetings dealing
like 99 percent of problem teeth
with his gum disease specialty.
are saved today."
He quickly recalled attending
"Too," he went on,"people tosuch sessions at the Universities
day practice better hygiene and
of Kentucky, Louisville, tooth care than they used
to, and
Chicago, St. Louis, Tennessee
the dentists are so much more
and Illinois, keeping abreast of
knowledgeable and better trainthe latest techniques and infored. Teeth weren't made to be
mation dealing with the presertaken out. They ought to be
vation of teeth and gums.
treated and saved."
On numerous occasions he
By the time he retired, Hut's
spent from $250 to $500 for a
files were full of interesting and
week of on-the-job training with
challenging cases.
dentists well known in the
- Amo1rg
-016— thosl self specialty. One was Dr. H.A. satisfying accomplishments,
Akin of Paris, Tenn.
however, is the discovery of
Another was Dr. Roy Elam of cancer in the mouths of three of
Nashville, Tenn. For two years, his patients, two of whom are
Hut periodically would get up at still living.
5 a.m., drive to Nashville and be
All three cases were atat Dr.. Elam's office when it tributed to the patient's holding
opened.
tobacco or snuff in the mouth. "I
Then he would work with him found a lot of heavy smokers on

Weekend SALE

Companies complain that
tax changes made last year,
which will eliminate, beginning Jan. 1, the tax exemption
for income earned on funds
put aside for future benefits,
are preventing firms from
funding their obligations.
They want the law changed to
keep the exemption. But the
Treasury Department opposes restoring a tax break
that it says was abused. And
there is little reason to believe that keeping the tax incentive will have much effect, since few companies had
ever used it when it was
available.

All 14K Gold

50%

Murray High School Tigers
beat Paducah Tilghman Tornado 26 to 2 in a football game at
Paducah.
Elected as officers of Carter
School 4-H Club were Billy
Flora, Beth Wilson, Brad
Barnett, Libby Sims, Tony
Thompson and Paul Holland.
Thirty years ago
Maj. Joseph 0. Compton Jr. is
attending Junior School at
Marine Corps School at Quantico, Va.
The entire student bodies of city and county schools will be
guests of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club at a concert by Murray State College
Symphony Orchestra on Nov. 3
at 10 a.m.
The Blood River Baptist
Association will meet Oct. 19
and 20 at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. Officers are
T.L.
Campbell. M.M. Hampton,
Harry Hampsher and J.H.
Thurman.
Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat Arkansas
State Indians 13 to 7 in football
game at Jonesboro, Ark.

Off

•Includes charms, chains, earrings,
and add-a-beads
•Orig. 19.95 to 360.00

looking back
Ten years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board approved plans
to proceed with next step in
planned construction at local
hospital and received a tentative
timetable for future phases.
Miss Sherry Lynn Williams,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oren
Williams, and Richard Glen
Sims, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe R.
Sims, were married at Sugar
Creek Baptist Church.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Rowlett,
Oct. 11.
U.S. Congressman Carroll
Hubbard Jr. spoke at this week's
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
at Murray Woman's Club House.
Twenty years ago
Army Pvt. Roland P.
Burkeen, son of Mr. and Mrs.
0.D. Burkeen, is serving with 2d
Infantry Division in Korea.
William E. Dodson, vice president of Peoples Bank of Murray,
has been appointed on Advisory
Board of American Bankers
Association Installment Credit
Committee for Federal Reserve
District.

the verge of cancer," he recalled, ''but most of them were persuaded to stop once the condition
and the danger was pointed out
to them."
• • •
Von don't realize -it. hut Hut
and Jennie's home at 1101
Sycamore is on one of the
highest points in Calloway County. He tells me it actually is on
the level with the dome of the
courthouse downtown.
They've lived there for 35
years, since 1950. The home, a
two-story of English Tudor architecture, was built by Harry
Jenkins, who was in the plumbing and heating business here.
They say he built it and later
sold it to Mary Edd McCoy Hall,
who was .an artist and art
department chairman at Murray State in earlier days.
The grounds upon which it is
built often are referred to as the
"old circus grounds" and not far
from where the Civilian Conversation Corps (CCC) camp was
during the 1930s. The CCC camp
was about where Nash Drive is
today in the Murray Housing
Project.
Hut and Jennie have two sons,
Dr. Richard Marvin Hutson is a
physician In Paducah. Dr. John
Woodfin Hutson is involved with
the nation's space program as
an astrophysicist with the
Department of Defense in
Washington.
Dick has two sons, while John
has a daughter and a son, giving'
Hut and Jennie four
grandchildren

NOW 9.98 to 180.00

Your choice

ale 14.99

Save on knit tops
for men and women.
For her:
Orig. $36. Ftamieicotton vests in assorted patterns and colors

All :rass

25%

off

For him:
Orig. $22. Botany 5000 wool/acrylic long sleeve sweater in sold colors

*Includes figurines, vases,
candlesticks, and trays.
*Orig. $5 to 90.00
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Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 12:304:30 p.m.

JCPenney
Prices Effective Thurs.-Sun.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phona 759-4080

MURRAY TODAY
'a * IS

Bofors Loretta Lynn
Mare was Patsy alit*
Sweet Drearns(P0- 13)
*Jessica Lange

CINE 1 & 2
7&5. Call

—NC

Starts Tomorrow
7:16.11:119

Compromising
Positions (R)
;Susan Sarandon
central GOMM 753-3314

The Cosby Show'listed as tops
NEW YORK (AP) —
2. (5) "Murder, She
Here are the Top Ten Wrote," CBS, 24.9, 21.3
prime-time television million homes.
ratings as compiled by
3. (9) "Who's the
the A.C. Nielsen Co. for Boss?", ABC, 24.8, 21.3
the week of Oct. 7-13. million homes.
Listings include the
4. (7) "The Long Hot
week's ranking, with
season-to-date ranking Summer," Part 2 —
in parentheses, rating "NBC Monday Night
for the week, and total Movie," 23.8, 20.4
million homes.
homes.
5. (3) "Dynasty,"
1. (1) "The Cosby
Show," NBC, 30.7 ABC,.22.5, 19.3 million
rating. 26.3 million homes.
6. (6) "Dallas," CBS,
homes.

Jo Burkcen.

Meirray Ledger & Times

editor

Geurin-Barrow wedding planned

21.8, 18.7 million homes.
6. (10) -60 Minutes,"
CBS, 21.8, 18.7 million
homes.
8. (18) "Growing
Pains," ABC, 21.5, 18.5
million homes.
8. (34) "Love, Mary"
— "CBS Tuesday Night
Movie," 21.5, 18.5
million homes.
10. (27) "Toughlove"
— "ABC Sunday Night
Movie," 20.6, 17.7
million homes.

CHERI 3
Glenn
Close
Jeff
Bridges
EVERY MONTH mil:NEAR THE MOLY,
,*AS Fut IT CAME IMOL

Delicious crab meat
and stuffing inside
natural crab shells.
natural-cut french
fries, fresh cote slaw.
Southern-style hush
PuPPies•

;

STUFFED CRAB &
SHRIMP DINNER $3.
STUFFED CRAB &
FISH DINNER $3.29

TRY OUR
VIIDEO TAP1 •
VCR RENTALS
Mon.Sat. it am In
Sun. 1 pm 10 pm
chestnut st. 7

DRIVE

Cathy Geurin,
fiancee ofSteve Barrow

THRU

Three newborns and
dismissals are listed

700 N. 12th

Chestnut Hills

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday. Oct. 16, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Gordon baby boy,
parents, Brett and
Patricia, Indian Oaks
322, Clarks River Road,
Paducah;
Ross baby girl,
parents, Robert and
Laura, Rt. 1, Box 157C,
Dexter:

Walker baby boy,
parents, Jimmy and
Laura, Rt. 5, Box 834,
Murray.
Dismissals
Miss Phyllis Freeze,
413 North Cherry, Murray; Mrs. Alma Mathis,
201 South Third St.,
Murray; Mrs. Bonnie
Rowe, Rt. 3, Fulton;
Jerry King, 619 North
Fourth St., Union City,
Tenn.; Mrs. Jeanette
Cavitt, Rt. 2, Murray;

The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss
Cathy Geurin and Steve Barrow
has been announced.
Miss Geurin is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Geurbt of
Murray. She is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Ocus McPherson and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Jim Geurin.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Murray High School and
received her Associate of Office
Administration degree from
Murray State University. She is
employed by Hutson Ag Service.
Mr. Barrow is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Barrow of
Paris, Tenn. He is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. C,odie Barrow
and of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Westerman, all of Paris.
The groom-to-be is a graduate
of Henry County High School. He
is employed by Pepsi Cola Company of Paris, Tenn.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Dec._ 28, at 2
p.m. at First Baptist Church,
Murray.
A reception will follow in the
Hospitality Room of the University Branch of the Bank of
Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Miss Jennifer Dunn, Rt.
1, Hazel;
Miss Sherita Perry,
407 North Cherry St.,
Murray; Mrs. Kathy
Hargrove, Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs. Judie Adams,
Lone Oak Village,
Paris, Tenn.;
Danny Dunn Sr., Rt. 6,
Murray; William
Hollander, Box 825,
Murray; Billie
Raspberry, Rt. 2,
Hazel; James
Pridemore, 201 Maple
St., Murray;
Mrs. Mary Stark; 1722
Holiday Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Elizabeth Outland,
1623 Hamilton Ave.,

Murray; Joe Pat Thorn:ton, Rt. 2, Murray;
Mrs. Bessie Jones.500
South Ninth St., Murray; Miss Irene King,
Fern Terrace Lodge,
Mayfield; / Mrs. Nell
Anderson, 606 Broad
Ext., Murray;
Miss Dorothy Hall,732
Nash Dr., Murray;
Leroy Algier, Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Iva Workman,
1004 Walnut St.,
Murray;
Mrs. Erma Perry, 102
Garden St., Murray;
Bryan Nerti-e, 1104
Sycamore St., Murray;
William Cutchin, Fern
Terrace Lixige, Murray.

CABLE'TVS DYNAMIC DUO
DOUBLES THE EXCITEMENT THIS FALL
Cable TV's best combination.

HBO* and Cinemax'." The only
two cable TV channels made
for each other. Made to bring
you the best in movies, specials
and Original programs this Fall.

Over 160features a month. Dozens and
dozens of shows to choose from. Sizzling
music events, Hollywood blockbusters,
side-splitting laughs. super sports.

Exclusives & originals. See original
films you won't see anywhere else
on national pay-cable TV, like THE
PARK IS MINE starring Tommy. Lee Jones. Plus big exclusives '
like PLACES IN THE HEART
and THE TERMINATOR.

Doubb the entertainment value. Two great
channels. Both HBO and Cinemax.

Twice the choice, twice the entertainment.

different.
Alwar something
drama,
HBO and Cinemax

ports, romance,
adventure.
never show the same thing at the

"

same time, so theet always
something different to turn to.

Etc.,etc.,etc.See what you want
to see, uncut, uninterrupted by
commercials. 24 hours a day And
it all so easy to get. Just call you'
local cable operator and ask for
the HBO/CinemaX Combo.

Sign Up Now for the HBO/Cinemax Combo and
-Receive 1/2 Price installation and a FREE Clock
Radio.
HURRY! OFFER
Bel-Air Center
'Sc V

01
ARMIR Irma MI IRMIIIRT*Tmel +rm. f* 4.

CAJ3LE
VLSIID N

woos isrvny,NyMmil VII/milt Woo

glimilind AM IN

EXPIRES SOON!
753-5005
mif111114_

f.

HUM

Clece

Comfortable Casuals

20%-50%

off EVERY DAY!
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DATEBOOK
Twin Lakers RV Camping Club will have its
monthly campout at Piney Campground in Land
Between the Lakes on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 18, 19 and 20. Lloyd and Fay Jacks will
be wagonmasters and a chili supper will be served about 5 p.m. on Saturday at the Jacks' campsite. W.A. Cunningham is president of the camping club.

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

ESTABLISHF DIN 1911

74mANNIVERSARY

Workshop at church

ONE FINAL WEEKEND OF SENSATIONAL SALEBRATION VALUES

A Spiritual Directions Emphasis Workshop of
First Baptist Church will be Saturday, Oct. 19,
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the church. Topics to be
presented include "biblical Foundations for
Church Growth," "What's Your Growth Attitude?," "Now That's a Growing Church,"
"Where Is Our Church?," and "Possible Barriers to Our Church Growth." This same emphasis will continue at the 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services on Sunday, Oct. 20. For information
about the Saturday workshop call the church
office.

Ramona Lumkin, director of Kentucky
Humanities Council (KHC), and her staff will
conduct a workshop on KHC funding on Friday,
Oct. 18, from 9:30 a.m. to noon in Room 103 of
Faculty Hall at Murray State University. The
main topic of the workshop is how to apply to the
KHC for funds to develop or present humanities
programs for adults in the community. KHC has
funded a number of local programs in the past
and is eager to support local projects which increase public understanding and approval of
humanities, a spokesman said. Individual conferences may be scheduled from 1 to 3 p.m. This
Is open to any non-profit group or organization
and to register call Milded Horn at 762-6936.

PAGB $
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Camping Club will meet

Workshop here Friday

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1986

AFFORDA846

80% & 100% WOOL

BLAZERS

Entire Stock

.0-

Fantastic Footwear Values

2990

Regular 36 00 Values
You are going to like this Anniversary Special'
Lute Stride has some of the most fashionable shoes
of the new season, and at affordable prices that you
are looking for. Now,that price us slashed to help
you find the shoes you need for Fall & Winter

;

Three beautiful blazer styles featuring
80% & 100% Wool fabrics This is one of
those fashion classic& Oat NH always --be in Blazers can create an outfit from
almost anything from casuals to dressy. Regular 75 00 to 9000 ValueS

5%
2

C. 7

OFF

Health Fair scheduled
JUNIOR
MISSY

The third annual West Kentucky Health Fair
will be held at Kentucky Oaks Mall, Paducah, on
Friday, Oct. 18, from 10 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. and
Saturday, Oct. 19, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Area
hospitals and non-profit organizations will have
displays and conduct various health tests
throughout the mall concourse. Approximately
15 health related agencies will have booths in the
mall. Hospitals participating include Lourdes,
Western Baptist and Goodman Hill. Students
from West Kentucky Vocational School and Murray State University will participate.

1-4
Tr
;

POLY-COTTON LONG SLEEVE STYLES

w
STRINGBEAN •JAll1E •SMART PARTS•SABENE

Regular 23 00 Values

Regular 1600 to 39 00 Values

16
t.30,s
i-ce*
I

1/4 T0
NOW

"WILD HARE"SWEEPSTAKES
Don't miss your last chance to register for this fun filled Sweepstakes You can win a beautiful Rabbit Coat
and a Saturday night to remember Dinner Tickets for two to enjoy the Eddie Rabbin show at Paducah s Executive
Inn Ftiverfront and that night's lodging too No purchase necessary lust come in and register. but hurry'

ASSORTED STYLES

COORDINATES

BRAS

Looking or something fresh for Fall not oo dressy
to be comfortable but still sharp enough to eel dressed
up? Well here it is and at super savings tool You are
going to love'these sweater vests,shirts and pants
They will keep you warm, good looking and sniiling
Regular 27 00 to 36 00 Values

COORDINATES
With Calvin Klein's name on them you can be sure of
the Styling. S crisp and clean This •s a super
coordinate group fo• the woman looking for something
distinctive to wear on those tun fitters occasions
that seem to happen when the 'eaves start to 'ail
Regular 30 00 to 68 00 Values

2 PRICE

5

0/0

3

SAVE

OFF

OFF

ENTIRE STOCK

Junior• Missy 'Petite* Half Size

FALL & WINTER

ENTIRE STOCK

SUITS

DRESSES
That's right you can save 20% off the regular values on
any and every dress we have' With FaiJ finaby here arid
only a short while until the Holidays, this is a great time
for you to save on the dresses you will be needing for work
or for some special occasion such as the Homecoming Party

Choose from our entire collection of charming
suits Many styles featuring 100% Wool for the ,
long lasting durability you want from a classic

Regular 2800 to 136 00 Values

Regular 6400 to 218 00 Values

20%

OFF

BURLINGTON SOCKS

200,0

Regular 2 75 to 6 50 Value,

SAVE

or..

China ,/.1 Price

sN‘4..itcr,
Itl• Ill
N I ".• t.
.1,11 I. I

20%

-3

46 YEARS IN MURRAY

* La\ as as' for*
Christmas

I )4I I 1111

Winter White Denim

•*•••

1/
2
•

.itts3)

PRESENT COVPANY CALVIN KLEIN

Three of the best known narnes in foundations at half
price, now that's value' Choose from a sensational
selection of styles in white or beige You will find
underwires, soft cups ligritly padded, lace cups,
satin cups, front closures, all at half price
Regular 10 50 to 17 00 Values

ANNIVERS tit) SALE

Lartpe

,ies

DO

20%

OF F

Brandi N. Melvin born
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Melvin, Rt. 3, Box 13W,
Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Brandi
Nicole, weighing eight pounds nine ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on Wednesday, Oct. 9,
at 9:22 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have another daughter, Angelia
Dawn, 10. The mother is the former Sheila
Bowland. The father is employed at General Tire
and Rubber Co., Mayfield. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Melvin, Rt. 2, Murray,
and Mrs. Nitaree Bowland and the late Robert
Bowland of Murray.

WOOLS WOOL BLENDS DACRON BLENDS I NYLONS

y3

JUNIOR

Singles will meet
The Murray Single Connection will meet
tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom, Education Building, First United
Methodist Church. "The New American Male"
will be the subject of discussion. This is open to
all interested single persons in the area. For information call Lydia at 759-1692, Linda at
753-9414 or Dick at 436-2174.

0
A

Regular 120 00

Playtex® • Maidenform® • Bali®

Hazel Lodge plans event
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and Accepted
Masons will have a family night and widows supper on Saturday, Oct. 19, at 6 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. This is open to all members of
Hazel Lodge and their families and to widows of
Hazel members, according to Joe Lasater,
master of the lodge. Reservations are not
necessary.

A

A
SHIRTS

Typing Course planned
"Beginning Typing" is a non-credit course to
be offered by Center for Continuing Education at
Murray State University on Monday evenings for
eight weeks, Oct. 28 to Dec. 16. To meet from 6 to
8:30 p.m. in the Business Building North on the
campus, the course with Amy Kinsey as instructor is designed for anyone who is interested in
developing typing skills for career or personal
use. A textbook (cost to be determined) will be
available for purchase at first class meeting.
Participants will be introduced to the working
parts of a typewriter, successful typing techniques and the typing of business lettes, memos
and reports. Individuals completing the course
will receive 2.0 Continuing Education Units
(CEUs). Anyone interested in enrolling should
send the $30 fee(checks made payable to Murray
State University), along with name, address
telephone number and Social Security number
to: Center for Continuing Educaton, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky., 42071, or call
762-2716.

Entire Collection
DRESS LENGTH

Aticiwerdinet..

Price
111
(it. Stainless l'eNs(eland Sterling- Flahsare
kll Siker HolloNsare
kll
`• t a 1 Stennsan.
kll Potter% Dishes

;

'
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"
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PIN PRESENTED — Maxine Scott, right,
receives her past president's pin from Frances
Childress, president of Purchase Area
Homemaker Association, at annual meeting of
Calloway County Homemaker Association. Mrs.
Scott will still be acting president until a new
president is elected.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1985

MEMBERSHIP PLAQUE — Jane Snead, center, president of Progressive
Homemakers Club, accepts the plaque for her club for having highest percent of membership, presented by Maxine Scott, left, county president, at
Calloway Homemaker annual meeting. At right is Norma Paschall, a
member of the Progressive Club.
Photos by Jo Durkee',

ANNUAL DAY SPEAKER — Ramona Martin, left, of McCracken County
spoke at annual meeting of Callaway County Homemaker Association. With
Mrs. Martin are, from left, Maxine Scott, county president, Frances
Childress, Purchase area president, and Jean Cloar, Calloway County Extension agent in home economics.

Calloway Homemakers hold annual day

GIFT PRESENTED — Martha Butterworth,
right, acting vice president of Calloway
Homemaker Association, presents Maxine Scott
with a gift for her service as president of the
county organization for the past two years at
Calloway annual meeting.

Ramona Martin was
featured speaker at the
annual meeting of
Calloway County
Homemaker Association held Friday, Oct.
11, at Holiday Inn,
Murray.
"Building A Better
Tomorrow" was the
theme of the day with
Mrs. Martin speaking
about "Leadership."
Vice president of Pure ha s e A r e a
Homemakers Association, Mrs. Martin was

Joyce's Is Having A

Grand Opening Special
Joyce's has recently remodeled
and wants everyone to help
celebrate.

Grand Opening Specials
$5.00
Shampoo & Hair Cut
Reg. $7.00

$25.00

Perms

Reg. $35.00

*Murray State students receive $1.00 off any
salon service plus a free conditioning
treatment.

introduced by Martha
Butterworth, acting
county vice president
for Sherrie Yarbrough.
Also special speakers
for the meeting were
Glenn McNabb, Purchase Area Director;
Jean Cloar, county extension agent for home
economics; and
Frances Childress, area
president and immediate past state
secretary of Kentucky
Extension Board.
Maxine Scott, county
president, presided with
Margaret Taylor,
cultural arts chairman,
giving the devotion.
ponna Jackson acted as
secretary-treasurer for
Marlane Newell.
Mrs. Butterworth
recognized those with
perfect attendance,
gave a membership
report, and had a
memorial service for
Helen Cole of Penny
Club and Mary Alice
Gee of Paris Road Club
who have died during
the past year. Both Mrs.
Cole and Mrs. Gee were
active members for
many years.
A special plaque for
highest percent of
members present was
presented to Pro-

Murrell Madrey and Friendship, Sherrie
Ruth Parker, Yarbrough; Harris
Grove, Martha
historians.
Wrablik; New Concord,
County clubs and their Nelda Cook; New Propresidents include: vidence, Debbra
Cheerful, Anita Perry; Puckett; Pacers, June
Dairywives, Judy Carlson; Paris Road,
Stahler; Dexter, Faustine Walker; PenJewelle Walston; ny, Murrell Madrey;

gressive Club. Judy
Stahler, area chairperson for foods and nutrition, was recognized.
Committees for the
day's events included
the following: Sherrie
Yarbrough, program;
Marlane
registration and name
tags; Pottertown Club
members, hats; LaVerna Hardie and Pawnee
Bedwell, Wadesboro
Club, baskets; Millie
Graves, New Concord
Club. flower arrangement for head table;
Jewell Walston, Dexter
Club, fabric.
Plants for door prizes
were donated by various
members.
County chairpersons
include:. Margaret
Taylor, cultural arts;
Faustine Walker,
clothing and textiles;
Judy Stahler, family
life; Colleen Peacock,
health; Wilma Beatty,
home management and
family economics;
LaVerna Hardie, housing, energy and environment; Vanda Gibson, international; Maxine
Scott, citizens* ,11.nd
community outitelaikh;
Florene Shoemaker,
public information;
Wanda Henry, 4-H;

Coming community events are announced
Thursday, Oct. 17
Fulton, Joe Dick and
James M. Lassiter in
charge.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753--7764 or
753-7663.
————
Murray State University Wind Ensemble,
directed by Dennis
Johnson, will present a
free concert at 8 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
————
Department of Speech
and Theatre at Murray
State University will
present a one-act play,
"Birdbath," at 7 p.m. in
Men's Stag Night at Room 310-B, Wilson Hall
Murray Country Club
is $2
ebatre
se.ao
will be at 6 p.m. with Tot; yAdmissionn ticket.
Jimmy Clopton,,Henrv
Murray —Single Connection will meet at 7
p.m. in third floor
classroom of Education
Building, First United
Methodist Church. For
Information call
759-1692, 753-9414 or
436-2174.
————
Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant,
Draffenville.
————
Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Ellis Center.

Thursday,Oct. 17
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
————
Murray Women of
Moose will meet at 8
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Hazel Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Hazel Community
Cent*
————
Calloway County
Association for Retarded Citizens will have a
potluck supper at 6 p.m.
and meeting at 7 p.m.
with Dr. Cecilia Arbuckle as speaker at
Center.

Joyce's BeautySalon
Located in Central Shoppin Center
Next to Taco John's/Across from Wal-Mart

753-2511

Call now to ma e
reservations for your
holiday banquets!
EIZZ:MIIZMiGMAM:A

Sells for I eNs

Kenlake State
Resort Park
Hwy. 94 E.
OOO •

Pottertown, Louise
Short; Progressive,
Jane Snead; South Murray, Lottie Gibson;
South Pleasant Grove,
Delpha Taylor; Suburban, Sue Dunn; Town
and Country, Barbara
Lax; Wadeboro,
Pawnee Bedwell.

Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
————
Carol Poe Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7

474-2211

Aurora

e • • OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

• II

•

Thursday,Oct. 17
p.m. with Jane
Chapman.
————
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will have a social at
Chong's Restaurant,
Paducah, at 7 p.m.
————
Murray High
Freshmen Football
Team will play Mayfield
here at 6:30 p.m.
————
Friday,Oct. 18
Hazel and Douglas
Centers-, will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
————
Paducah Chapter of
PWP will meet at 8 p.tn.
at Jaycee Building,
Paducah. For infortnation call 489-2543 or
1-674-5886.
————
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Sorority Fall Workday
will be from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. For a worker call
762-3070 and ask for
Melissa.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
at Golden Pond Visitor
Center Planetarium;
Mark Twain and the
Great Comet of '35 at
7:30 p.m. at Visitor
Center; Introduction to
Raccoon Hunting at 7:30
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
(Cont'd on page 9)

Homeplace
Family Restaurant

13 Color Portraits
One fix10 • Two 5x7s
Tea Wallets

Charbroiled 8 oz. Ribeye
Choice of Potato, Tossed Salad 11 French Bread

Groups and

125

Families Welcome

0424.06
. 1-Hour Photos

(Sri. & Set. Evening
On ly-Oci. 111th & Ihth)

INSIDE CRASS FURNITURE
103 So. 3rd
=MB NB 11111=IN I=IM MB MI Ille III INI 110 MO IN IMI IM I= NI IN 1•1 IMI IN
•
•
•
•
•
$

••

.
4

300

•
OFF ••

One Coupon Per Family
•
•
Save $3.00 ON OUR REGULAR
0•
•
$9.95 portrait package.
•
•
•
• „, This Coupon Vend Wed., Thurs. Only

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
photographer
•
um au so m selam Nom maim so so me um um me us m am mem=

•
•

• Present this coupon to the

Limit one special package per subject. Black at d white backgrounds
and special effects portraits NOT available in advertising package.
SHOOTING DATES:
Wednesday. Oct. 16 thru Sunday, Oct. 20
Photographer Hours: 10 a.m.-11 p.m. Daily
12:30-5 p.m. Sun.
Hwy. 641 North

Downtown Murray

'425

ALL YOU CAN EAT CATFISH

753-3621

FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE!

*Every Fri. & Sat. Evening
1906 Coldwater Rd.

759-1864

IN HOUSE ENLARGING!
5x7

8x10

8x12

35 mm

35 mm

35 mm

11x14

20x24

20x28

110

35 mm

35 mm

CORRECTION
The Ice Cream
for $169 ran incorrectly. It should
have been *369.

Now
your Choice
LOUBLE PRINTS

D & T Warehouse
Foods

or

FREE 8x10
it

OOOOOOOOO

9

623 South 4th
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By RAINEY APPERSON

It happens every year —
bazaar time, and this year is no
different.
The 11th annual "Hollyberry
Bazaar," put on by the women of
First Presbyterian Church will
be Saturday. Nov. 9, beginning
at 8:80 a.m. Co-chairmen for
this event will be Gail Haunt and
Jamie Helton.
Wonderful homemade baked
goods will be featured, including
such old favorites as rum cakes,
baklava, Roy Helton's candies,
Jan Hough's fruit filled coffee
cakes and breads and Louise
Baker's bourbon balls. Jan

Wedding is Saturday
The wedding of Miss
All friends and
Beth Ann Taylor and relatives are invited to
Kenneth Vinson attend.
Solomon will be solemMiss Taylor is the
nized on Saturday, Oct.
daughter of Mrs. Jane
19, at 7 p.m. at Little
Taylor and Bill Taylor
Cypress Baptist Church,
of Murray.
Highway 62, Calvert
Mr. Solomon is the son
City.
A reception will follow of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Solomon of Draffenville.
the ceremony.

CCEA plans project
Calloway county
Education Association
held its first meeting of
the 1985-88 school year
at East Calloway
Elementary School.
Linda Hendrick,
president, presided.
The group voted to
have as one project of
the school to be the placing of an exhibit booth
presenting the Calloway

PROGRAM PRESENTED — Eddie Mae
Outland, left, and Oneida White presented a
musical program for Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club.

Nancy Reagan talks

Outland, White
present program
for Theta Group
A special musical program was presented at
the September meeting
of the Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held at
the club house.
Eddie Mae Outland
played the violin and
Oneida White played the
piano. The program
featured violin and
piano soloes, along with
vocal selections.
The two guest artists
were introduced by
Martha Guier.
Presiding was Jo
Burkeen, chairman,
with reports given by
Betty Beaman,
secretary, and Naomi
Rogers, treasurer.
The department voted
to have as its project for
the club year the Blind
Corners survey. "Blind
corners" in the city and
surrounding areas that
could be the cause of
traffic accidents will be
listed and presented to
the local officials. Property owners are requested to check their
areas for possible
"blind corners" that
could cause accidents.
Thelma Warford and
Opal Howard are

members of the projects
committee.
Hostesses were Anna
Mae Thurman and Betty Beaman.
Also present were
Wilma Beatty, Oneida
Boyd, Dorothy Byrn,
Margaret Cavitt, June
Crider, Martha Enbc,
Lucy Ann Forrest, Jan
Hough, Gayle
McGregor and Pauline
Parker.
The department will
meet Monday, Oct. 21,
at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house. Kathie Broach of
the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will
present the program.
Hostesses will be Bess
Kerlick and Mary
Lawson.

NEW YORK (AP) —
First lady Nancy
Reagan says feminists
who criticize her for living in her husband's
shadow are wrong.
"Feminism is the
ability to choose what
you want to Ala."- the
---a ress said in
an interview published
In the current McCall's
magazine. "And actually when you look at my
life, I've really enjoyed
the best of two worlds.
"I chose to have a

career, and I enjoyed it
while I had it. ...
then I met my husband,
and I chose to give it up.
... I'm doing what I want
to do."
Mrs. Reagan said she
involves herself in
White House matters
only when it looks to her
as if President Reagan
Is being ill-served.
"If I think that
somebody isn't playing
it straight with him,
then I get involved," she
said.

EDWARD !MUST, one-year-old son of Gail and Joe Burst is
posing with the handmade doll house to be featured at the
Hollyberry Bazaar. The doll house was handmade by Carlene
Belcher. The bazaar will be given by the women of First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets.

iii$1101101MMUMARRARI

Good Oct 18-24

Chestnut St. Murray

Before Nov. 1, 1985
753-0077 Murray Mon.-Sca. 10-5

1.110,

753-3445

.188888811113881113F

NOW OPEN!

20% Off
Selected

Mon.-Sat. 9-5
753-01N15

------

A S1X-MONTH
SUPPLY OF
TIDE. • •

19" Diagonal
PORTABLE. COLOR TV

• •
1 •
'

K
- H

30 Gallon Electric

Water
Heater

Off

List Price

$9995

Storm
Door

Woodburning
Stove
By Hutch, 18'
Deep w/glass door

$4297
32" or 36"

Fireplace
Insert
By Hutch
w /glass door

•

$599's
- 'vets 2000 Sq. Ft.

Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
7:30 til 5:00
Saturday
8:00 tll 4:00

5386'9
Heats 1500 Sq. Ft.
Vinyl

Woodburning
Stove

Siding

$4488

Per Sq.
White- 8" or 4"

7594026

Extra Large Capacity

2-in-1 WASHER

$1349 Per Roll
6x15 R-19

Merrllat

50%

By Hutch, 27"
Deep w /glass door

*449"
Hosts 2000 Sq. Ft.

dail

753-0045

$ 1257 Per Roll

Kitchen
Cabinets

anti much snOrt• arri%irt

with purchase
of selected
General Electric
washers.

Insulation

759-4026

•Itr an
04:hotair

!

3/
1
2"x15 1-11

Off

•Ilart.tring%
•Ir.•otitior.

floMisited
TimpscOnly FREE

Vanity
With
Marble Top

$3688
Greet Buyl
403434

OTREASW"uts
One Block South Of qDare
Benton. Ky.

Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store

Prices Good thno 10-21-83

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES

1 Ind MI • 31231H2 - 9E0tr6S1 31111 1101 1117

25%

Coats
1/Frog Pond

408 South 12th Street

r•

Windows

r\TREAS
BUILDING CENTERS

Group Of

Children's Fashiorp,

CALL TOLL FREE 759.4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES
Anderson

Get a jump on cold
weather.
Have a professional
sweep clean your chimney.
Coll us now for an appt.
and some facts about your
chimney & wood burning
safety.

DIXIELAND CENTER
Get Your Christmas Framing
Done Early-15% Discount on
Any Frame Job Brought In

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers

sp.ka*229

"Chim-Chim Chimney Sweeps"

FRAMERS GALLERY

Decorated Hats
753-9970
Christmas Items
436-2248
Much Much More
Hrs. Fri. & Sat. 10-4, Sun. 1-4
From Murray, go out 94 East about 1 mile to the big white
house on the left (Just before Happy Holiday Pontoons)

French Fries &
Large Drink

PAGE 7

pineapple
Cream together margarine,
sugar and eggs. Add remaining
Ingredients and mix well. Place
in a buttered oblong casserole;
bake at 375 degrees for 15
minutes, then at 350 degrees for
1 hour. Serves six to eight.

Inc.

COUNTRY-CRAFTG

Special:
Hamburger,

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1965

mushroom soup.
Scalloped Pineapple
1 cup mtrgarine
2 cups sugar
4 eggs, beaten
1/4 cup milk
4 cups white bread cubes
1 (20-ounce) can crushed

Betty Hinton's

*A1+11:11*441,,
C1flJ111:1IY*

Lg.

v;cei

School System in the
First Disrict Education
Exhibits at the Kentucky Oaks Mall on Nov.
17 to 23.
Other items of
business were
discussed.
The next meeting will
be on Tuesday, Oct. 29,
at 4 p.m. at North
Calloway Elementary
School.

Hough is baked goods
chairperson.
The craft items will include
Jean Lindsey's 12 days of
Christmas cross-stitched table
runner, Thanksgiving turkey
centerpieces, hand decorated
photo albums and Carlene
Belcher's handmade doll house.
Cynthia Peterson and Jean
Moore are crafts chairpersons.
Fenny Schellingerhout, Ellen
Harrell and Brenda Marquardt
will have the tea room going full
force with country ham and
biscuits, pecan tarts, quiche,
sweet rolls and coffee, juice and
hot cider.
Everyone is invited.
• • •
The next holiday on the agenda is Thanksgiving, and I was
thumbing through this exciting
new cookbook, "Bluegrass Winners," and found a side dish to
be served with turkey.
Scalloped Pineapple will appeal to young and old. If you
haven't seen "Bluegrass Winners," published by the Garden
Club of Lexington, it is a must.
Horse farm photographs and
recipes are a great combination.
As the introduction of the book
points out, there is an intimate
relationship between horse
farms and entertainment that
has made the hospitality of central Kentucky famous
throughout the world.
The nice thing about most of
these recipes is that they don't
try to make each dish with

mODEL 19 PC6704W

• High Contrast picture tube
• Color Monitor system automancally adiusts color
• High performance electronics designed for reliability
• I 5 wan audio amplifier for excellent sound

AUTOMATIC DRYER
LOW INTEREST RATES!
FREE WARRANTY!

WI UV!
Wens MOP
rerve

LONG MONTHLY
PAYMENTS!

110Jer sails
IIVEL ti
LGio

s,:t

FAST, EFFICIENT
SERVICE!
LARGE INVENTORY!
HOME OWNED!

MURRAY
• Ewa largo clipat,ty
rasher has u,r.Sail5,
/co s.nall
loads and diahcatts
• 4 Cycles .nclud,ng
press k ••ts
• S Wash 14 nu, tempera
twos co
,
thnal ons

r:,...marvnt

ONLY

• 3 Cycles inciuci,ng a,,,omatic permanent press
and ands
• • Onfinta aetect.ons
inci.Oing no-heat
air - tuu,1
• Smoot*. porcelain
enamel drum

ONLY

'45995 '33995

APPLIANCE
AND TV
Your General Electric
Dealer In Murray
212 East Maio Street
Ho-ord

753-1586
Coy 8. John Sinln,(1,,
Owner s

.01•1,

•

•
lommaillimmillosomell.

AINI11111111perimp'regoolv01001PalnallimPlIONIONIMININIPOSIMial
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PAWS Pet Fair winners pause for photographs

"Cats That Should be on TN"' winners were (I r
3rd Christina, owned by Lee Anderson; 1st,
Rosie, owned by Meagan Page; and 2nd (not plc
lured) Molly, owned by Allison Burton.

Winner of the Most Unusal Pet was Nibbles, a
feret owned by Mandy Van Dyke.

MILLS AND SAF'ETYPUP TEAM UP FOR CHILD SAFETY — Murray Police officer Joye Mills
teams
up with SafetyPup as the duo entertained students in Sara Hussung's four-year-old class at Murray
State University's Co-op pre-school. SafetyPup, a multi-media approach to early childhood
education,
was received earlier this year and has been kept busy touring area classrooms where
SafetyPup teams
up with Officer Mills for sing-a-long lessons.
"Dogs That Should be on TV" winners were (1-r)
3rd Amtle, owned by Joshua Mitchell; 2nd Kissy,
owned by Stephanie Fletcher; and George, owned by Jerri Price.

IRS boosts hiring at Kentucky center
COVINGTON Ky
(AP I — The Internal
Revenue Service says it

plans nearly to double
its hiring of temporary
employees at its Coy-

ington processing
center this winter to accommodate an increas-

CORRECTION
The price in our
Oct. 16 Sale Circular should have
had Pifirsi, Diet
Pepsi & Mt. Dew.
8-16 Oz. returnable bottles

99

Seven Seas is now
•• taking reservatio
ns for
your holiday banquets.
For more information phone
753-4141 after 3:30 p.m.
Hwy 641 North Murray, Ky
°pan at 4 p m Mon Sat 1534141

44:11r

.4
!

Officials said the Covington center will hire at
least 1,200 temporary
employees this winter,
an increase of about 500
from the number it
hired for last year's tax
filing season.
In January, the Covington center will begin
processing tax returns
from Kentucky and
West Virginia as well as
Ohio and Michigan, the
two states whose
returns the center. has
handled in recent years.
The addition of the two
states will increase the
Covington center's anticipated processing
workload from 13
Million to 18 million tax
returns.
Linda Bailey,
manager of the IRS
center's employment
and position management section, said the
estimate of 1,200 temporary hirings is conservative and the actual
number may be higher.

Central Shopping
Center
Murray

Oa=

ed workload for the
facility.

All but about 150 of the
temporary jobs are to
be filled by people on a
waiting list who passed
tests given between
May and September,
Mrs. Bailey said. The
IRS will begin taking
applications for the remaining jobs Oct. 28.
The periods of
employment for the
temporary workers
generally range from
four to six months.

Winners of the Stuffed Animal Contest were (1-r)
3rd, Mandy Van Dyke; 2nd Rob Carpenter; and
1st Amy Wood.

One of the many attractions of the PAWS Pet
Fair was the Petting Zoo.
Moab)* by Diana Ktyba Richards

Employees offer to w-ork--for free—at—
mme
PULASKI, Va. (AP)
— Two dozen employees
who were laid off when
the Virginia Maid
hosiery mill closed in
May want their jobs
back so badly they are
willing to work a week
for free if another company reopens the plant.
And they are making
their promise in
adverstisements in the
Wall Street Journal.
"For most things that
are worth having, you
have to make a
sacrifice," said Jane
Farmer, personnel
manager at Virginia
Maid and one of the two
dozen workers pictured
in the ads.
"Basically, I think
most people realize that
the industry requires a
pretty sizeable financial

YOUTH REVIVAL
Temple Hill United
Methodist Church
Thurs., Oct. 17, Fri., Oct. 18
and Sat., Oct. 19.

*men *ems

Pictured above are Scotty Rice and Jason
Woods, two of the YAG clowns who performed
"The great Stuffed Animal Theft" at the Pet
Fair.

Speaker: Robert Tripp

Investment. If a company will come in and
give us jobs, we'll be
willing to invest in the
company for a week for
free."
Pulaski County cosponsored the $19,000 ad
campaign in cooperation with the mill's
owners. "What we have
to sell here is the labor
force and the attitude of
the people. We've decid-

ed to accentuate that,"
County Administrator
Sidney Clower said.
Clower said Wednesday the ad campaign
has generated a tremendous amount of interest
from the news media,
but only two inquiries
from companies interested in reopening
the mill.
"We're expecting
positive reactions from

around the country,
Clower said.
The ads will run the
next three months in the
Wall Street Journal and
two trade publications,
Area Development and
Business Facilities.
The county hired John
Larnbert Associates of
Roanoke to prepare the
ad campaign to get
another company to
take over the factory.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR

'.ICE

PRESIDENT

INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barrell
Dollar Gen. Store
Durakon
E-Z-Em Inc.
Ford
Forum Group
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich

-3.14
..53% une
181/4 + 1/4
21 -/
1
2
27% -%
37% imc
11 -/
1
2
181,4 +1/8
14/
1
2 +%
No trades
48% unc
8% tmc
36 -I%
611% -%
SO% +%

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Jerrico
Kmart
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Scientific - Atlanta
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

26/
1
2 .%
129% .%
WA -%
33 +/
1
4
47% + Vs
37/
1
2 + 1/8
58% -%
12/
1
2 +%
337,4 tmc
38% +I,4
57% +%
311
/
4 +1
27 •%
15% +%
7.37

se% ow

Spal music and puppet shows nightly
Sponsored by Independence TernOe and Coles Campground
Charge

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

3 Piece Suits
Reg 8150 NOW

$89.95

Corduroy Sport Coat
Reg $69 NOW

$49.95

Economy, Efficiency, Elegance

Men & Ladies'
Leather Coats
Reg $150

NOW $89.95
One Rack

Fashion Jeans
can handle your new or refilled prescriptions.
*We will honor or beat any advertised prices and
coupons for transferred prescriptions.
We appreciate your business in the post and will
vreertly app,ort-fati. all new business.
*We

HI SC(010

M A t:
GI FNDAI F AT 1/HITNFLL 751-41 /5

$14.95
Ties/
1
2Price
I •fte our Convenient Layaway

Clark
Clothin
121 Bypas*
(Next to showcase)

Murray

753-3651

The Most Modern, Beautiful Woodburning
Stove in America.. . Designed for you

us at...
200 E. Main
753-8201

Come sae

ri
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Friday, Oct. 18
Saturday, Oct. 19
Saturday,Oct. 19
Kevil Center, South 1001
Spiritual Directions
AA and Al-Anon will
Street, Mayfield.
Emphasis Workshop meet at
8 p.m. at
---will start at 9 a.m. at Americ
an
Legion
Workshop on Ken- First Baptist Church.
Building, South Sixth
tucky Humanities Coun---and Maple Streets.
cil Funding will be from
Aurora Country
---9:30 a.m. to noon in Festival will continued
Sportsme
n Pulling
Room 103, Faculty Hall, today at Aurora.
Association will present
Murray State
---a Pony Pull at noon in
University.
Gospel singing will be Livestock
and Exposi---at 7:20 p.m. at Palestine tion
Center.
Admission
Bourbon Street Jazz United Methodi
st is $3 per person.
Band will present a per- Church with
potluck
- --formance at 8 p.m. in supper at 6:30
p.m.
Couples bridge with
Lovett Auditorium,
---Carmon and Crystal
Murray State UniversiYouth revival at Tem- Parks
as hosts is
ty. This is sponsored by p I e Hill United
scheduled
at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Civic Music Methodist Church
will at Oaks Country Club.
Association.
close tonight with a hot
------dog supper to be served
Murray Shrine Club
Department of Speech before the 7 p.m.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
and Theatre at Murray service.
Western Sizzlin
State University will
---Restauran
t.
present a one-act play,
Cleaning Day will be
---"Birdbath," at 7 p.m. in from 9 a.m. to
noon for
Youth and Parents of
room 310-B, Wilson Hall parents and leaders
of Grace Baptist Church
Theatre.
Murray Girl Scout Core will meet at 6
p.m. at
--- _
at Girl Scout Cabin.
home of Randall and
Homecoming events
---Joyce Underhill for a
at Murray High School
Bazaar, bake sale and hayride.
will include Hall
white elephant sale,
---Decorations Day, pep
sponsored by Dexter
assembly at 2:35 p.m.,
Sunday,
Oct. 20
Senior Citizens, will be
football queen crowning
AA will have a closed
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
and game with Lone
meeting at 4 p.m. at
Dexter Center.
Oak at 7:30 p.m. followAmeric
an Legion
---ed by dance at school.
WACUS and Building, South Sixth
---WKAEYC will host an and Maple Streets. For
Twin Lakers RV CamEarly Childhood Educa- information call
ping Club will have its
tion Conference from 9 753-0061, 762-3399 or
monthly campout at
a.m. to noon on third 753-7764.
Piney Campground in
---floor, Curris Center,
Land Between the
Prepared Childbirth
Murray State
Lakes. A chili supper
Classes will be from 6 to
University.
will be served at about 5
9 p.m. in Mason Hall
---p.m. Saturday at campJetton family will Nursing Building, Room
site of Lloyd and Fay
have a reunion at Farm- 206, Murray State
Jacks, wagonmasters.
ington Community University. For infor---building with a basket mation call 762-2193 or
Aurora Country
lunch to be served at 762-2718.
Festival will open today
noon.
at 10 a.m. at Aurora.
Events in Land Bet------Events in Land Bet- ween the Lakes will inSaturday, Oct. 19
ween the Lakes will in- clude Mark Twain and
Murray Kiwanis Gun clude Mark Twain and the Great Comet of '35
and Knife Show will be the Great Comet of
'35 at 11 a.m. at Golden
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at at 11 a.m. at Golden Pond Visitor Center; AtCalloway County Middle Pond Visitor
Center; tracting Birds at 2 p.m.
School, College Farm Preparations for
Winter - and Introduction to Rae=
Road.
at 2 p.m. and Introduc- coon Hunting at 7:30
---tion to Raccoon Hunting p.m. at Woodlands
Hazel Lodge No. 831 at 7 : 3 0 p.m.
at Nature Center; Butter
Free and Accepted
Woodlands Nature Churning at 2 p.m. at
Masons will have a Center; Chain Saw Safe- The Homeplace-1850;
family night and widows ty at 2 p.m. at Empire Sunspace or
supper meeting at 6 Farm; Boards Without Greenhouse? at 2 p.m.
p.m. at Hazel Communi- a Saw at 2 p.m. at
The at Empire Farm.
ty Center.
---Homeplace-1850.
---Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer

Sunday, Oct. 20
Farmer will be honored
on 50th wsylding anniversary wtth a reception from 2 to 4 p.m. at
home of Mr. and Mrs.
Boyce Newsome near
Gob.
---"Family Night" will
be at 6 p.m. at Good
Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
---Homecoming will be
at Gospel Center
Holiness Church at
Dexter.
---Aurora Country
Festival will continue
today at Aurora.
---Film series on "Marriage Enrichment" will
be at 5:30 p.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.
---Murray Kiwanis Gun
and Knife Show will continue from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Calloway County Middle School, College Farm Road.
----
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Welches to be ordained as ministers
Mark and Karen
Welch, 1110 Elm St.,
Murray, will be ordained as ministers at the
Bethesda Bible Church,
Symsonia, on Sunday,
Oct. 20 at 11 a.m.
Welch, a Murray
State University
graduate with a
master's degree in communications, is currently in sales and promotions. He worked for
WKMS public radio'for
seven years in various
capacities including
that of assistant
manager. He has also
served on the Paducah
Symphony Board of
Directors and was
recently named 1985
Outstanding Young Man
of America.
Karen Welch, also a
Murray State graduate
with a master's degree
in communications, has
worked in promotions
and development at
WKMS and was an
advertising account ex-

Mark and Karen Welch

ecutive for the Murray
Ledger & Times for two
years. The Welches
have a two-year-old son,
Marshall.
The couple, licensed
by pastors John and
Mildred Lindsey, have
been actively involved
as teachers, deans of the
Christian International
Extension College,
church administrators,
and instrumental in
church musical programs for nearly three
years. They are currently involved in the
lauching of a new Campus and Broadcast
Ministry.
The public is invited
to attend the ordination
which will be followed
by refreshments.
Bethesda Bible
Church is located on
Kentucky 348, the
Benton-Symsonia
highway. For directions
or more information,
telephone 527-1059,
753-7217, or 851-3171.

Dr. Crouch recertified as diplomate
Dr. Richard H.
Crouch of Murray has
been recertified as a
diplomate of the
American Board of
Family Practice
( ABFP) as a result of
passing a recertification
examination offered by
the ABFP. The physician thus maintains
specialist status in the
medical specialty of
family practice.
ABFP diplomates
must continue to show
proof of competence in
the field of comprehensive, continuing care of
the family by being
recertified every six
years. Family Practice
was the first medical
specialty to require
diplomates to be recertified on a continuing
basis.

RUDOLPH GOODYEAR HAS GONE CRAZY!

The written examination is designed to prove
the candidate's continuing competence in the
basic components of
family practice - internal medicine, surgery,
obstetrics and
gynecology, pediatrics,
psych,iatry and
neurology, and corn-

munity medicine.
To qualify for certification initially a
physician must have
successfully completed
three years of residency
training in family practice and passed an intensive certification examination. There are
some 378 residency

training programs in
teaching hospitals and
university medical
centers across the
United States.
There now have been
certified more than
29,000 diplomates in the
specialty. Most are
members of the
American Academy of

Family Physicians, the
national association of
family doctors. The
Academy was the first
national medical group
to require members to
take continuing study,
and was chiefly responsible for securing
specialty status for
family practice.

Nine-month-old baby drowns in bucket of bleach, water
ESTILL, S.C. (AP) A 9-month-old boy apparently drowned after
he fell into a 5-gallon
bucket half full of a
bleach solution, a cor-

oner says.
Lorenzo James
Primus crawled to the
bucket of water and
bleach, pulled himself
up and fell in head-first

Tuesday, said Hampton
Family members told
County Coroner Gordon the coroner that the
Rhoden. The bucket was solution had been used
too big for him to get out to mop the floor Monday
of and too heavy to tip night and the bucket had
over.
. been emptied.
_not

FAIL INvaluesTO SAVINGS
Nal SiOPOWIfid

OA eXCIIMO Fall F320113!

In the Women's Department
All Long DRESSES
Currently $29.99-$139.99

50% off

NO DOWN
PAYMENT
NO FINANCE
CHARGE FOR
12 MONTHS

All Regular-Priced OUTERWEAR
Originally $45-$185

25°A) off
All Street-Length DRESSES
& JUMPSUITS
Currently $19.99-$140

20% off
TWILL PANTS
Originally $25

$10 off
CORDUROY PANTS
Originally $25

$5 off
All SWEATERS

Rudolph Goodyear
S.

1 S

Murray, K.

(502)753-0595
A

RUDOLP14

EAR HAS GONE CRAZY!

Aa • •
VH ki
•AZVEI3 3N00

Here's the chance to get a complete set
of Goodyear Tires (Arriva, Vector &
Tiempo)with 12 months free credit, no
finance charge and no payment!

Hd100

Originally $23 and up

$5 off
In the Men's Department
Winter OUTERWEAR
Currently $29.99-$100

25% off
BLAZERS
Currently $59.99-$69 99

25% off

MAURICES
Whore Fashion Do;sril Cost A Fonune For Mon & Women!

CHESTNUT HILLS MALL
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Bethesda to host Harvest Festival

MSU Forensics Union earns second place
The Murray State
University Forensics
Union won second-place
honors overall at the
Speakeasy Tournament
Oct. 11-13 at the University of Alabama at
Birmingham.
With only six
members competing,
the Murray team placed
first in the individual
events tallies with 22
awards for speeches
and performances.
Teams from 22 schools

competed in the
tournament.
Robert Henry, a
Paris. Tenn., junior.
placed first in poetry interpretation, second in
after-dinner speaking,
third in duo interpretation, and fourth in prose
interpretation and informative speaking.
Joe Mahoney, a
Jackson. Tenn., junior
won third place in a duo
with Henry and fourth
place in after-dinner

Special!
Catfish Dinner
$399
Choice of potato(baked or french fries), colt, slew,
& hushpuppies
s,

Granny's Porch
16th Street

7694448

speaking
Gina Heussner, a
Pekin, Ill., freshman,
won first place in
dramatic interpretation, third place in prose
interpretation and first
place in duo interpretation with her sister Lisa
Heussner, a Pekin, Ill.,
senior.

In the outstanding
speaker awards, Lisa
Heussner won second
place and Henry won
fourth place. Jan Naile,
director of forensics at
Murray State, received
the Outstanding Individual Events Coach
award.

Rev. Larry Riley

Lisa Heussner placed
second in informative
speaking, second in
dramatic interpretation
and fifth in impromptu
speaking.
Carrie Paschall, a
Murray freshman, won
"We're extremely
fourth place in a duo proud of our team's
with Sherri Skelton, a showing at Alabama,"
Scott City, Mo., Miss Naile said. "It's a
good omen to begin our
travels this year."
8.8°0 A.P.R.
The team will travel
Financing On
to the University of TenS-10 Pickup-,
nessee at Knoxville Friand S•10 Blazers
day, Oct. 18 to compete
DWAIN TAYLOR
in the Volunteer InvitaCHEVE,'OLET
tional Forensics
S. 12th St. 753-2617
Tournament.

The Murray State
University chapter of
the Society of Physics
Students (SPS) is the
only one in Kentucky
designated by the national organization as
an Outstanding SPS
Chapter for 1984-85.
Thirty of 527 SPS
chapters across the
United States and
Canada were chosen to
receive the award based
on their annual chapter
reports. It marks the

third successive year
the SPS chapter at Murray State has been
recognized.
Steve Schneller of
Louisville, now a senior
at Murray State, was
the 1984-85 chapter
president. Dr. Don D.
Duncan is the chapter
adviser, and Dr. Robert
C. Etherton is the chairman of the Department
of Physics and
Astronomy.
Notification of the

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. and Sat. 8-8

Prices Good
10-17-85
thru 10-23-85

D F.11 4i

1 / Both With $30 00 of
11
More Additional
\\\\
PlIrchase
Excluding Dairy
Miracle Whip
Tobacco &
On Special

k

f it/

PEPSI

l!. t)t , Or Mort.
"^(,i,,t1(.t,,,,1
11,sir
f
1 01,.04

,

8 Pk 16 oz

CRACKERS...0.$ 169
OREO'S
..;$. 199

4s,

Hyde ,-'ark
Grade "A" Large

Roberts Vanilla

qt..
.

EGGS

woo.' •

12 o

5 lb.

Plus Dep.

Limit

Limit 2„›..

4,40"

Additional Purchase
xcluding Dairy, Tobacco
& Drinks On Special
Kelly's 15 oz.

Libby Solid Pack

16 oz.

Hyde Park Pancake

CHILI W/BEA NS
69
PEACHES
89°
GREEN BEANS160z 2/79°
GREEN BEANS160,.2/79°
CORN
2/79°,
PEAS
2/79°
Osage

29 oz.

Green Giant Blue Lake Cut

Green Giant French Style

Green Giant Cream Style or Whole Kernel
17 oz.

Green Giant Sweet

17 oz.

FREIE FOOD

Con tadina Tomato

PASTE
oz 2/79°
TOMATO SAUCE
4P1
TOMATO SAUCE 2/89°
COFFEE MATE
$ 89
MILK
49°
MEAL
99
6

Con tadina 8 oz.

Contadina 15 oz.

Carnation 16 oz.

Carnation Evaporated

12 oz

Sunflower Self Rising

lb

24

OZ.

Handy

100 ft.

Come and Get It 25 lb.

Prairie Farms

Gal $

FLAV

RICH 34 Gal

8 Pk. 16 oz.

ORANGE CRUSH,
GRAPE CRUSH,
STRAWBERRY CRUSH...69!Dep.

R

U.S. Choict
(.1 I 1111,S1
I RI I .

•

Joan of Arc Kidney

151/4 oz.

With $15.00 Or tore
Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy, Tobacco
Drinks On Special

With $15.00 Or More
Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy, Tobacco
& Drinks On Special

.it Or

WAFFERS. z 59
FLOUR
89
BEANS
3P 1
PUMPKIN
69°
SYRUP
99°
WRAP
89°
DOG FOOD....$799
1% MILK
69
LIGHT MILK
99°
Sunflower Plain or Self Rising

•••

Miracle

!Ft

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Nabisco Ritz

Ol111,0,

•

outstanding chapter
projects, outside guest
lectures and SPSrelated tours, Allied
Award and Marsh W
White Award proposals
submitted and awards
granted, student papers
presented at SPS and
other scientific
meetings and student
attendance at and participation in SPS zone or
regional meetings, including serving as host

Nabisco Double Stuff

?tt .`t;tttc1.1 1
,er•

mr.

11111111A

(1

Ail I

DIET PEPSI,
DR. PEPPER
DEW
7-UP,

Bible Church says "he
looks forward to this
great time of revival.
We're expecting a good
convention as God
ministers to us through
the word and music."
The public is invited
to attend all services.
For more information
or transportation,
telephone 1-527-1059,
753-7217 or 1-851-3171.

1407 West Main
753-4682

We Accept

.03717eglA
VVhip

award was made to
Duncan by Dion W. J.
Shea, executive director
of the SPS, from the national office in New
York City.
Outstanding chapter
awards were originated
in 1978 to give recognition to the student
chapters for their work
in the promotion of
physics. Criteria for
selection include:
Chapter activities,
chanter membership,

Food Stamps

CersIelillON

....1111ommw

at 7 p.m. Friday and
Saturday and 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m. on Sunday.
The Rev. Larry Riley
will be the guest
speaker. Riley is the
pastor of the Christian
Life Fellowship, a very
progressive new covenant church in Pinellas
Park, Fla.
The Rev. John Lindsey, pastor of Bethesda

MSU physics group designated outstanding chapter

COW.
3011
1V 4'

SALAD
DRESSING

--Harvest Festival
'85!" That's the theme
for Bethesda Bible
Church's fall revival to
be held Friday, Saturday and Sunday, October 18-20. A full
gospel, new covenant
church, Bethesda is
located seven miles
west of Benton on Kentucky 348.
Services will be held

sophomore. She also
won sixth place in
dramat_ic
Interpretation.
Miss Skelton won
sixth places in afterdinner speaking and
prose interpretation.

__ •

sotki lits

Owens Famous
Sliced Slab

ROUND
STEAK

BACON
3 4 Lb. Pkg.
$

$ 1 49

I II

USDA Grade "A'

Boston Butt

CHICKEN
BREAST

PORK
ROAS7

1 19
Lb

when r meet requIrement.
OFFICIAL MAIL IN REFUND FORMS AVAILAHL I £,JDISPLAYS

PRODUCE efieciahf
Golden Ripe

BANANAS

DELI

MEAT

ckrich All Meat

25' BOLOGNA
15' BAKED HAM
'139 BAKED HAM
59C BBQ RIBS
59' BBQ BEEF
89' 'CHEESE

$ 189

Ott 4'1)

ONIONS
Florida

ORANGES
Ii','

OW011 S F,117101,',

()t.rtirf

$329

BROCCOLI

TIP ROAST

21

Li. S Choi(

TIP STEAK

$239

it
f)

$329

ktr.i

PORK STEAK

f?,

$298

()wenH.

POTATOES

..,, Sulou,
U S Choice Bonele,

$329

CUTLETS

$289 SAUSAGE

$
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Karl Phillip Thorn, 18, dies
Karl Phillip Thorn, 18,
of 706 Olive St., Murray,
died sometime last
night.
His body was found
beside an outside
stairwell on east side of
Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University, this morning at 3:51 a.m. by Officer Don Fleming and
Sgt. Billy D. Holloway of
Public Safety at MSU.
Public Safety officials
had been alerted by a
friend of Thorn at about
3:30 a.m. today that
Thorn was missing. The
friend told officials that
Thorn had been
undergoing some mental health counseling
and said he feared
Thorn might be suicidal.
Officials said Thorn
had apparently jumped

from one of the
balconies at the Fine
Arts Center.
Calloway County Coroner Tommy Walker
was called to the scene.
He had the body taken to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for an autopsy. Walker said the
cause of death had not
been determined and an
investigation is
continuing.
Thorn was a freshman
psychology major at
Murray State University. A 1985 graduate of
Marshall County High
School, he was a son of
Jerry W. Thorn of
Aurora.
Linn & Vasseur
Funeral Home of Benton will be in charge of
funeral and burial
arrangements.

"Reason IS also choice
- John Milton

East has a choice of plays after he
has won today's first trick. The losing play comes easily; the winning
play takes some counting and some
reasoning.
East wins his diamond king and
must decide what to do next. If he
cashes his diamond ace while he's
thinking about his problem, he's
blown his chance. South manages to
discard dummy's spade jack on his
high diamond, and the defenders get
only two diamonds and one club.
Obviously East must shift to a

Mrs. Hale's services today
Services for Mrs.
Ruth Skinner Hale are
today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr.
Greg Earwood is officiating. Mrs. Nell Earwood is organist and
soloist,

Chaney, Cortel Chaney
and William Chaney.
Burial will follow in
the Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Hale, 89, of 1104
Main St., Murray, died
Tuesday at 3:45 p.m. at
her home. Her husband,
Leon Hale, died Dec. 30,
Pallbearers are 1976.
Gerald Paschall, Bill
She is survived by one
Briggs, Mancil Vinson, daughter, Miss Vivian
James Chaney, Charles Hale, 1104 Main St.,
Hugh Chaney, Eugene Murray.

Mrs. Poyner's funeral today
Final rites for Mrs. 2, Hazel, died Tuesday
Nina Poyner are today at 7:05 a.m. at Murrayat 1 p.m. in the chapel of Calloway County
Blalock -Coleman Hospital.
Funeral Home. The
Survivors are her husRev. Jack Jones is band, Buren Poyner;
officiating.
one daughter. Mrs.
PallbearerS- We-Dan Charles (Ella Van)
Poyner, Charles Tidwell; one son, Dan
Tidwell, Jon Poyner, Poyner and wife,
Ashley Poyner, Shane Lutricia; one sister,
Tidwell and David Hall. Mrs. Lake Hall; five
Burial will follow in brothers, Dudley, Fred,
Murray Memorial Roy, George and Noble
Gardens.
Hughes; four
Mrs. Poyner. 82, of Rt. grandchildren.

Forestry plan given
ROANOKE, Va.(AP)
- A 10-year management plan for the Jefferson National Forest curtails road building and
timber cutting.
Forest supervisor
Tom Hoots said the
plan, made public
Wednesday, responds to
public concerns but probably will not satisfy
critics who wanted even
less clear cutting and
road building.
The U.S. Forest Service plan, which cannot
be implemented until
fiscal 1988, will cost
about $10 million a year,
not including the costs
of constructing new
recreational facilities,
Hoots said.

The plan cuts the proposed timber harvest to
near current levels in
the 690,000-acre forest of
western Virginia and
the eastern edge of Letcher County, Ky., Hoots
3
said.
The yearly average
for the next 10 years will
be 2,515 acres, compared to 2,600 for 1985,
he said. An additional
190 acres a year will be
cut in an experimental
program, and another
170 acres of wildlife
lands will be cut yearly,
probably by firewood
gatherers, he said.
The amount of
acreage set aside for
timber harvesting accounts for 49 percent of
the forest, Hoots said.

JUDGE PROCLAIMS NATIONAL ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION WEEK - Judge Executive George Weaks, seated, officially
recognizes National Adult and Continuing Education Week this week in
Calloway as be signs into effect a proclamation. Flanking him on the left is
Gladys Jarrett, VISTA Adult Literacy Program teacher from Calloway
County, and on the right is June Vander Molen, teacher at Murray State
University Adult Learning Center.

AIDS research released
WASHINGTON (AP)
- AIDS, already
challenging to researchers seeking to prevent
the disease and treat its
victims, has been found
to affect the brain and
behavior more than
previously believed, experts say.
The virus suspected of
causing AIDS is more
pervasive In. the brain
and nervous system
than scientists
suspected, a fact that
could cOtnpIlCile potential treatments for the
disease and the chances
of recovery, specialists
said Wednesday.
Acquired immune
deficiency syndrome,
and the resulting infections stemming from
destruction of the body's
immune system, probably will require
lifetime treatment when
therapy is developed for
the deadly disease, they
said.
Dr. Anthony Fauci,
director of the National
Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases,

Dire Straits'
record listed
best selling

said much of the
pneumonia, cancer,
viral diseases and other
infections that accompany AIDS are suppressible, but not
curable.
"It won't be a question of developing one
treatment that knocks
out AIDS and its opportunistic infections,"
Fauci -said at-a-symposium during the annual meeting of the National Academy of
Sciences' Institute of
Medicine.
An added complication, experts said, is
discovery that the virus
not only affects crucial
white blood cells of the
immune system, but
also invades the central
nervous system and
brain.
Scientists are only
beginning to understand
the neurological complications of AIDS, said
Dr. Richard T. Johnson
of Johns Hopkins
University Medical
School. Brain disorders
now associated with the
disease could make it
difficult to treat patients
even after therapies are

North
1+
3V

East
•
Pass

South

West
Pass
All pass

4•

10-17-8
South holds
4K 9 6
•4 2
•A K J 103
4K 9 5
South
1•

North
i•

ANSWER: Two spades A hundred
honors are nice, but it's more constructive to raise partner's major
suit. Although South has only three
spades, he has a short side-suit and a
spade honor
Send bndge quesnons to The Aces P 0 Box

School's mascot bought

Pharmacy & Your Health

Holland Drugs On
DENTAL PRODUCTS

tA(diklUMENT

Man gets four years

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer North.
The bidding:

"dangerous" spade at trick two. But
what is the reasoning that leads to
this choice?
West's lead tells East where the
diamond queen is and that South has
at least three diamonds. (West
would have led low from four.) At
most, East can count on two diamonds and a club unless he builds a
trick in spades. He must play West
for the queen of spades by leading a
spade at trick two for his only shot
at beating game.
How about a neutral trump lead
at trick two? There's nothing neutral about that lead, since South can
draw trumps and establish either
minor to eliminate any spade loser
BID WITH THE ACES

found, he said.
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225. with sell-addressed,
Opening lead Diamond nine
stamped envelope for reply
Discovery of the virus
in the brain and spinal
fluid complicates
therapy because researchers have to do more
than repair the immune
system and correct
BAKER, La. (API - athletic contests the
McDonalds, which ofblood cell dysfunction, Huffy, the 1,500-pound past three years.
ficially turns the mascot
experts said.
buffalo mascot of Baker
Donations poured in over to the school in a
Drugs might stop the High School, has been after students and alum- halftime ceremony at
virus from reproducing purchased by ni formed a group to the homecoming footand check opportunistic --McDonalds restaurants, raise money to buy the ball game Friday, will
infections without cross- but the big bison won't buffalo, even before contribute $1,200 aning into the brain and be turned into Gov. Edwin Edwards on nually toward Buffy's
central nervous system McBuffaloes.
Monday declared this feed costs, Brice said.
and countering the efMcDonalds' Baton "Save Buffy Week" in
"He will have a long
fects on nerve cells, Rouge franchises have Louisiana.
and safe life," he said.
they said.
agreed to buy Buffy and
This raises the donate him to the
possibility of stopping or school, which was worreversing damage tathe ried for its mascot's
body only to prolong the future after owner Ken
lives of progressively Ryder put him on the
demented patients, auction block three
Johnson noted.
months ago because he
Dr. James W. Curran, couldn't afford Buffy's
chief of the AIDS branch keep.
at the federal Centers
"Of course it's good
for Disease Control, publicity," said Mike
said 14,125 cases of the Brice, office manager
disease have been for the 19 area
Almost 109. of our adult population has no
reported in the United restaurants. "We're
teeth. But tooth loss is not the inevitable conseStates as of Oct. 10.
putting our logos on the
quence of growing older. Gum disease is responThe disease, which trailer."
sible for 70% of tooth loss in the United States.
has been fatal in half the
Ryder was asking
Here's what you can do to prevent tooth loss:
cases so far, is expected $4,500 for Buffy and the
to double in the next 13 black and red trailer in
1. FLOSS: Flossing your teeth each day remonths, he said.
which he was displayed
moves harmful plaque from beneath the gumat the high school's
line. Hardened plaque irritates the gums and
causes them to pull away from the teeth.

NEV fii (AN THEN BE A tiBSTITLITE

Best-selling records of
the week ofOct. 13 based
on Cashbox magazine's
nationwide survey have
been released as
follows:
1. "Money For
Nothing," Dire Straits
2. "Take On Me," AHa
SACRAMENTO, 52, convicted in the in3. "Oh Sheila," Ready
Calif. (AP) - A man jury last month of a For the World
whose drunken driving 19-year-old woman.
4. "Cherish," Kool
in 1980 killed a teen-age
In 1980, he was con- and the Gang
girl and inspired forma- victed of vehicular
5. "Saving All My
tion of Mothers Against manslaughter in the Love For You,"
Drunk Driving still death of Carl Lightner, Whitney Houston
presents a danger to the 13, and sentenced to two
6. "Part-Time
community, said a years in prison. He serv- Lover," Stevie Wonder
judge who sentenced ed 16 months. Carl's
7. "Dress You Up,"
him to four years in a mother, Candy Madonna
new drunken driving Lightner, founded
8. "Dancing In the
case.
Mothers Against Drunk Street," Mick Jagger
Superior Court Judge Driving, as a result.
and David Bowie
William Lally imposed
Busch has been ar9. "Miami Vice,"
the maximum three rested six times for Theme, Jan Hammer
years for drunken driv- alcohol-related offenses
10."Lonely 0 1 '
ing and one for having and has been convicted Night," John Cougar
prior convictions Tues- four times.
Mellencamp
day on Clarence Busch,

NORTH
is-174
4A J
K J 10 7
•6 4
4 A Q J 83
WEST
EAST
4 Q 10 5 4 3
•K 9 6
•6 5
•42
•9 8 5
•AKJ103
+642
4K 9 5
SOUTH
•8 7 2
•A Q 9 8 3
•Q 7 2
•10 7

BOBBY WOLFF

Your true, enduring love can be beautifully
expressed in Elberton Granite, a stone widely
recognized for its uniform texture, beauty of
color, and resistance to natural elements.
We feature E.G.A. CERTIFIED
MEMORIALS. Let us tell you about
them. Call or come by soon.

Market report
released today

2. BRUSH:Many dentists agree that brushing
the teeth and gums reduces the potential for
developing gum disease.

Federal-State Market News Service Oct. 17. ISO
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog
Market Report includes S Buying
Stations
Receipts: Act. MS Est. OS Harrows
S Gifts .50 higher Sown steady to .50
higher
544.75-45.25
US Ii 210440 lbs.
$43.75-44.75
US I 100.210 lbs.
544.25-44.75
US 2-3 210-254 lbs.
443.115-44.28
US 2-4 450270 lbs.
Sows
1132.4034.50
US 1.1 210300 tbs.
533.4111-16.54
US 1-2 310450 tbs.
5311.50-011.00
lb5.
450550
US 1.3
2118.4040.01
US IS over NO lbs.
31.00-23.011
US 2-2 504-600 26s.
Boars Foam

3. CONSIDER "C": If your gums tend to
become inflammed and sore, the addition of
vitamin C to the diet may be helpful.
4. VISIT YOUR DENTIST: Your dentist can
remove plaque missed even with conscientious
flossing and brushing.
Your pharmacy is a "dental health center."
Your pharmacitt stocks many of the products
you need to keep your teeth where you want
them - in your gums

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 South 4th on the square in Murray
Phone 753 1462

"For those you love
crafted by those who care"

HERITAGE
MONUMENT COMPANY

Kenny & Mary Beth Imes-Owners
317 N 4th Murray
502 759 1333

Ca•s log4

COME TO THE

5.

AIDS surgeon
operated on
many patients
BOSTON (AP) - A
surgeon with AIDS who
operated on hundreds of
patients apparently did
not pass on the lethal
disease, a health official
reports today.
The unidentified
Florida surgeon first
- showed signs of AIDS in
II 1181 and died two years
later, Dr. Jeffrey J.
Sacks of the Florida
Department of Health
and Rehabilitative Services and the U.S.
Centers for Disease
Control, writes in a letter published in today's
New England Journal of
Medicine.

OM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS
SLI.DD

GM

0•14MAL MOTORS 0011.011M1ON

BOYD
Insurance
Agency

••••••••••

••••••

Rent

302 N. 12th
753-5842

Introducing Our New
H.O. 84 Homeowners
Much Broader Coverage
Still the Best Rates
We ten write tip to 6 miles out.
Call us for an H.O. 84 quote
today.

1982 Jeep CJ-7 Renegade
AM/FM cassette, 6 cyl.,
1 ownar, local, 40,000
rect. follim. Clean as now.

Purdom
Motors
Waist Mein
Murray, 753-3315

*5,995

Get

4 Movies

1 FREE

Pickup Friday-Bring Back Monday
V.C.R. Rentals
$9.95 for the weekend
$12.50 for a week
Your Professional Movie Store
Now has over 1550 movie titles
Open (8 8 Fri.. Open HI 6 Sat

40
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I was a 35-year-old virgin when we
met. I never knew what love was
until he came along.
He is a good and faithful man, but
he refuses to marry me until he is
sure he loves me. Abby, I am not
dumb. I realize he may not be sure for
another five years and I should send
him packing, but I keep hoping he
will marry me. He has a good job and
no responsibilities, so I can't understand why he won't marry me now.
It was his idea for me to write to
you about this problem. What do
his next physical. My mail tells you say?
me that a surprising number of
HAD ENOUGH IN INDIANA
people who suffer a hearing loss
turn a deaf ear to those who try
DEAR HAD ENOUGH: I say
to help them. Vanity? Insanity!
you've had more than enougb.
Give him three months to make
•••
up his mind, and if he still isn't
send him packing and get
sure,
DEAR ABBY: I have been in love
with this man for five years. I'm 40 on with your life.
and he's 42. Three years ago he
* ••
moved in with me. I've always been
a good Christian, and it bothers me
DEAR ABBY: Help! When can a
to know that I am living in sin. He's
divorced. His wife left him for an- person mow his lawn—timewise? I
other man, which really tore him up. waited until 8 a.m. on Saturday to

Dad's Hearing Is
Dissonant Chord
in Family's Harmony

e

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My problem is my
dad, who is 65. He's not ashamed to
wear bifocals, but he refuses to
admit he can't hear.
Yesterday,the telephone rang and
it was only 10 feet away, and he
didn't even hear it! Worse yet, he
drives a car and can't hear the siren
of an ambulance or fire engine until
it's practically on top of him.
When my brothers and I try to
talk to him about this, he gets
belligerent and insists there is nothing wrong with his hearing and we
should mind our own business! Our
mother has given up. She just re-

peats everything two and three times
and yells at him.
If older people aren't ashamed to
wear glasses, why are they ashamed
to wear a hearing aid?
A LOVING DAUGHTER
DEAR DAUGHTER: That's a
good question, especially since
some of the newer-model hearing aids are practically invisible.
Nagging will only make your
father more defensive and irritable, but don't give up trying to
help him. Ask his physician to
insist on a hearing test as part of

mow my lawn. First I called the
police to find out if it was OK
because I didn't want to do anything
illegal. I was told that anytime after
8 a.m. on any day was OK. I asked,
"How about weekends and holidays?" His reply was, "Today is
Saturday and I'm working!" I suppose he meant that unless your
neighbors tell you which days they
work and which days they want to
sleep, 8 a.m. is OK.
Well, my neighbor saw me in the
grocery store that afternoon and she
said she could have killed me,as she
had Saturday off and wanted to
sleep, but my lawn mower woke her
up.
So what is a person supposed to
do? I'm retired and like to get my
lawn mowed early in the morning
before it gets too hot.
.
B.B. IN DULUTH
DEAR B.B.: If you plan to
mow your lawn at 8 a.m., check
with your neighbors the night
before.Thanks for asking.That's
more than most people do.

DEAR ABBY: About readers who
hate your puns and those who love
them: So far the score is 10,000,001to-4 in your favor.
I don't believe a pun is the lowest
form of humor. It could be verse.
J. DAVIS, A PUN GENT,
LEE'S SUMMIT, MO
* ••
(Every teen-ager should know the
truth about sex, drugs and how to be
happy. For Abby's booklet, send your
name and address clearly printed with
a check or money order for $2.50 and a
long,stamped(39 cent.)self-addressed
envelope to: Dear Abby,Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
90038.)
•• *
write letters because
hate
to
(Do you
you don't know what to say? Thankyou notes, sympathy letters, congratulations, how to decline and accept
invitations and.tiow to write interesting
letters are included in Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Send your name and address
clearly printed with a check or money
order for $2.50 and a long,stamped(39
cents)self-addressed envelope to: Dear
Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)

for them to indulge in from lusting after or
those heinous sins and desiring things outside
bring upon themselves the will of God for them,
the divine chastisement. and to cease complainDesirous of putting ing or griping. Murmursome sense into their ing is simply the giving
heads, Paul recognized of an audible expression
that his task was of untVerranted
necessary, even though - dissatisfaction with
it was a thankless one. what God has done or is
He charged them to flee doing. Christians must
Paul's writings con- as to how people should
from idolatry, to refrain not underestimate the
tamn helpful instruction relate to the culture or
power of Satan or
overestimate their
strength to overcome
his temptations. When
tempted by Satan the
Christian can always
emerge triumphant if he
will only rely upon the
faithfulness and power
of God for help.
I Cor. 10:31-33
Instead of seeking
their own selfish interests, Christians are
required to live for the
welfare of others, and
most of all for the glory
(A)3 `tear Wow Warranty on
of God.
In the multitude and
All Fabrics(.10 yrs. on some)
complexity of activities
(II) 2 Yr. Installation Warranty
— eating, drinking,
(C)
Will most'afty-prIt•oes the
playing and working —
same fabric and refund any
our chief aim should be
difference in price from
to glorify God. We
another store within 90 days.
glorify God by working
(Must prove in writing.)
out His purposes throgh
out obedience to His expressed will. We are adThe carpet sale of the year Is on
monished to recognize
right now! Only Lees Factory
Authorized Carpet Sale gives you
more value, more savings, more
carpet for your dollar! Choose from a wide selection of quality Lees
Carpets: plushes, saxonies, cut & loops and more...carpets for every
room In your home! Lees Carpets of Wear-Dated Uttron nylOn repel stains
and soil, resist static and look fresh and beautiful for years and years!
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Buy now and save. during Lees Factory Authorized Carpet Sale the
(AP) — State envalues have never been betted
vironmental official are
still collecting data in
Logan County to determine the extent of PCB
• -0111,41
pollution from a
Rockwell International
Imagine...a thick plush carpet that's virtually carefree...and you'll imagine this
P14`•
1,4
‘
4
•
%
plant in Russellville, an
stunning new carpetfrom Lees! A superb value at any price. It's yoursfor great savings!
enforcement official
•
• •lip
"::s'
r
4
said.
William Eddins,
Lees most handsome, most versatile carpet is now selling for the most
manager of the state
t."'•
affordable price eved This carpet looks great, and wears well too
Division of Water's en•
•*'at
.
forcement branch, said
4
no other industries to
f
For that clean, tailored look so much in demand today, Lees offers
date have been found
this handsome comet. Use it anywhere the soft, subtle tones
discharging PCBs —
a
blend easily with any setting.
polychlorinated
biphenyls — into Town
Branch Creek, the Mud
Walk with pleasure on this fine carpet because millions t
River, or their
of resilient fibers pocked tightly together cushion your
tributaries.
step, and please your eye! Ifs a treasure!
Earlier, in an appearance before the advisory Environmental
04
Try a carpet with a *list...twisted yams, of e
Quality Commission,
course! The nubby texture won't show
Eddins said he couldn't
footsteps and is a breeze to core foci
give details of the
state's investigation.
He said Wednesday
A delightful carpet to match
night that the investiga•
your every mood! Use it in
tion had been extended
formal or casual settings, and'
1,
4
Ale•
to other plants situated
•
#:41
enjoy It for years and years!
on the streams when the
...11‘1111I
Rockwell discharges
were discovered earlier
'
civilization in which
they live and serve
I Cor. 10:6-14
To warn the carnal
Christians in Corinth of
the folly of abusing their
liberty „Paul recited a
portion of the history of
the Israelites.
After the Israelites
had received abundant
supernatural bessings,

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles

they lusted after the
things that were evil, indulged in the worship of
idols, committed sexual
Immorality, defied God
and murmured against
the
In doing so they
displeased God, did
themselves a great injury, did their posterity
a terrible injustice, and

brought upon
themselves a distressing judgment.
Paul tried to persuade
the Corinthians to abstain from the sins of
Idolatry, immorality,
tempting Christ, and
complaining. In the
idolatrous and immoral
atmosphere in which
they resided, it was easy

LEEScarpets

FACTORY AUTHORIZED

OUR GUARANTEE:
CO

God in all our plans,
purposes and pursuits —
His ownership of us, His
authority over us, His
love for us, and His provision for our needs.
We can live to the
glory of nod bj?
acknowledging Him, by
seeking to know Him
better, by loving Him
devotedly, and by serving Him faithfully. Such
living will deliver us
from self-seeking,
enable us to overcome
temptations, give us a
wonderful satisfaction,
impart dignity to our
lives, and cause us to do
our best in service for
Him.
I Cor. 11:1
Inasmuch as the
Christians did not have
the New Testament to
read and to obey, it was
truly wonderful that
Paul had been so
faithful in imitating
Christ, and lived such as
exemplary life in' their
midst, that he could invite them to follow him
In the assurance that in
doing so they would be
following Christ.
Is your life enough
like that of Christ that
you would want others
to follow your example?

PCB data collected
from Logan County

LUXURIOUS Pt uSH

'895

MULTI-COLOR Cut & LOOP

'895

PM ill 44.413II Telal:NI

MULTI-TONE CUT & LOOP

S 895

C

qt.

SMOOTH VELVET PLUSH

Ir•lvi ii

MULTI COLOR TWIST

9

BREATHTAKING PLUSH

e 109

All These
Plus 30 More
Styles
On
Sale

this summer. No legal
investigation was now
being pursued,
however, Eddins said.
Rockwell twice was
cited for violating permitted limits on PCB
discharges into
Russellville's Town
Branch Creek. Minnows
taken from the creek in
August were found to
have the highest PCB
levels recorded in Kentucky and one of the
highest levels recorded
anywhere, Eddins said.
PCB levels were
sharply lower., but still
too high, in fish taken
from the Mud River, into which Town Branch
Creek empties, Eddins
said. A warning to the
public against eating
fish from the creek or
river remains in effect,
he said.
Rockwell has been
"most cooperative" in
the state's investigation
and settlement negotiation and is no longer
discharging the
chemical "to my
knowledge,- Eddins
said.

MU:4 4

- 40
4

Terry's
Paint &
Decorating
Center

••

a

1111:1.14,1

• IrSinlinlannTATrerkAVIMPINgll1

• $

•

Sole
• Ends
Nov. 11

Truckload Carpet
Sale

HELD OVER!

ENTIRE
LINE IS I
ON SALE •

Until Monday, October 21

113.13141it.

11

*90 Days Same As Cash

MORGAN'S FURNITURE CO.INC
Pads,TN 38242
803 East Weshington Street
901442-2681 or 642-4179

Allerateltr4

Southsido Shopping Confer
753-3321

.-.,..__....a'...•-••••••••••••••••••1
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Murray High Homecoming
Host Lone Oak 7:30 Kickoff
Ty
Holland
Stadium
*Queen Crowning
Ceremony at 7:15
Date
Aug. 24
Aug. 30
Sept 6
Sept_ 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov. 1--

Meet
Geri Anderson
of the
Home Team

!Hurray High "Tigers"
1985 Football Schedule
Opponent
Russellville
at Paducah)
Calloway Co.
Reidland
at Mayfield
Open
at Fulton Co.
Trigg County
at Ballard Memorial
Lone Oak
(Homecoming)
at Caldwell County
Heath

Time
6:00
8:00
8:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7.30
7:30
7:30

T
IN
24 HOUR

See Geri For
All Your
Real Estate Needs
Geri Andersen

Dwain
Call Gene
Taylor 502-753-2617
Chevrolet, Inc.

KOPIIRUD
753-7932

2 TRUCKS TO -SERVE

Rent a 7 passenger
Custom Van to go to
the Tigers Away Games.

753-1222

YOU SETTER
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
'Nes
Matra:
Aetessehes

753-9132
14.0.1
1234 nt Hoe

McCLARD S SHELL
Come See Us For All
Your Insurance Needs!

xero.1020Cocure

• Your authorized Dealer for
Xerox copy machines &
Xerox Memory Writers and
supplies.

*Auto
*Home

TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS,INC.

641 N. Murray

512 Main St.
753-0123
1-800-592-3499

OVERBY

*Commercial
*Farm

Ross Insurance
Agency
600 Main

Murray

753-0489

MURRAY. KY
SALES • SERVICE • PARTS

85-86 ESCORT
85-86 TEMPO
86 BRONCO II
86 RANGER

753-4092

Van Haverstock
753-7123

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
401 Olive

753-5321

"All The Way Tigers"

AT OUR AGENCY

How do tve oo woo et wIt
eurceelleht neurones products
tamales to .,:tur mows
wan
tor. consporms fetes
and
with *owe rots
TOM 0.
worms. porsortatasto and con
among

PARKER FORD

V•4•11 **come your cell and the
oppeflutety to be of sesisterCie
to you

Dan McNutt
Stat. Auto
_J-1 insurance
compa„jes

CAJ3LE

Souther:1s
Court Sq

753-4451

A Orland you Ca-

•

•Auto
•Homeowners
•Business
Insurance

Michael A. Holton
753-8756

114011 Vary hard 10 kelp a besK
Comenitey•nt vie have
to
function as a dependable ,o
summer fteoft to our policy
holders

Ends Nov. 22nd!

WHERE SERVICE COMES
FIRST

206 Main St., Murray, Ky.
753-3415

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER BUY
YOUR INSURANCE FROM A
FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON

UP TO
48 MONTHS
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

HONDA

HOLTON, MELUGIN & HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY

Purdom
101 Motors
INC.

Oldsmobile
Pontiac,
Cadillac
Buick
softstiid customers
on

our mom concern-

1406 W. Main - 753-531

Top Quality
Parts
At Discount
Prices

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS

GOOD
LUCK
TIGERS!' "

1sA. 7 7.7

• t
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Cardinals spring biggest surprise of season
by vaulting past Dodgers into World Series
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The St. Louis Cardinals have been springing surprises all year
long. Suddenly, they're one surprise away from
winning it all.
"We've still got another team to beat," Cardinals Manager Whitey Herzog said Wednesday
after Jack Clark's three-run homer in the top of
the ninth gave St. Louis a 7-5 victory over the Los
Angeles Dodgers and the National League
pennant. St. Louis, picked by most observers to finish no
better than fourth in the NL East coming out of
spring training, faces the American League
champion Kansas City Royals in the World
Series beginning Saturday night in Kansas City.
The Cardinals bounced back from iodises in the
first two games of the NL playoffs to stun the
Dodgers with a-four-game sweep in the best-ofseven series.
"It's a heck of a compliment to our team to
have won this series," a smiling Herzog said
after the dramatic sixth-game victory over the
Dodgers
The
als have a reputation for lightning
on
sepaths, but they won the series against
the bdgers with thunder.
In Monday's fifth game in St. Louis, switchhitting Ozzie Smith hit his first left-handed
homer ever in the majors — with one out in the
bottom of the ninth — to give the Cardinals a 3-2
victory and a 3-2 lead in the series.
Wednesday at Dodger Stadium, it was Jack
Clark's first home run in nearly a month that

decided the contest after Mike Marshall's solo
homer gave Los Angeles a 5-4 lead in the bottom
of the eighth.
Dodgers reliever Tom Niedenfuer, their
bullpen ace during the regular season, was the
victim of both game-winning homers

Dodger Manager Tommy Lasorda decided to
pitch to Clark rather than walk him and have
Niedenfuer face Andy Van Slyke.
In the seventh, Lasorda had instructed Niedenfuer to intentionally walk Tommy Herr with runners on second and third and pitch to Clark. That
time, Niedenfuer struck out Clark, and then Van
Slyke to end an inning in which the Cardinals got
"When I looked at the dugout,
three runs to tie the contest 4-4.
Even Van Slyke said he expected Clark to get
I was thinking this is for the team
an intentional walk in the ninth. It was the first
time since mid-April that the Dodgers had lost
and the Cardinal fans."
after leading entering the ninth. Lasorda said he
decided to pitch to Clark because Niedenfuer had
—Jack Clark, game-winning homer
struck him out in the seventh.
"If he had hit a lont fly ball for the final out,
Smith, who went 10-for-23 in the playoffs and
nobody would be talking about it," said a
was selected the most valuable player, and Clark
crestfallen Lasorda. "After he hit the home run,
were quick to shrug off individual credit.
everybody in the world knows who should have
"This is not for me,it's for the whole ballclub,"
walked him.
Smith said upon accepting the MVP award.
"If you second-guess anybody, second-guess
"I'm not the hero," said Clark, who realized
me. I'm the guy who made the decision."
immediately when he hit a Niedenfuer fastball
"I made a slight adjustment in my stance,
that it was a homer and looked over at the Carmoved about a half-step back from the plate and
dinals' dugout before running around the bases.
squared away more," Clark said of his ninth"I'm not the guy; it's a bunch of guys."
inning plate appearance. "I was just trying to
"When I looked over at the dugout, I was thinkget a base hit and tie the score."
ing this is for the team and the Cardinal fans," he
Although Clark's homer decided the game,
said. "It was good timing for my biggest, farSmith again played a key offensive role in the
thest and best home run ever."
victory. He tripled home the tying. run in the
The way the sixth game was decided provided
seventh, just after Niedenfuer had replaced Los
great ammunition for second-guessers. With St.
Angeles starter Orel Hershiser.
Louis runners at second and third and two away,
The Dodgers took a 4-1 lead in the fifth inning,
getting one run against St. Louis starter Joaquin
Andujar on Pedro Guerrero's sacrifice fly and
another on Bill Madlock's third homer of the
playoffs.
The Cardinals knotted the game with the
seventh-inning outburst. Willie McGee's single
drove in two runs before Smith's triple made it
4-4.
Marshall then led off the Dodgers' eighth with
Jays, and not tilt new sysfem and a team questionable but he his homer off
St. Louis reliever Todd Worrell.
Royals, would be play- that staged a rousing almost certainly cannot
Los Angeles took an early 2-0 lead with single
ing St. Louis for the reversal.
pitch before Game
runs in the first and second innings. The Carchampionship.
The format also next Tuesday night in dinals cut the lead in half in the third.
Instead, the Blue Jays scrambled pitching St. Louis.
Niedenfuer got the loss, his second in a row in
became the first team in plans, forcing the
Toronto would have the series. Worrell, who worked the seventh and
history to win three Royals to face the Series been in the same situa- eighth innings, notched
the win in his first
playoff games and not opener without their tion had it won because playoff decision.
Ken Dayley, who set the
have a Series berth to best hurler.
the Blue Jays also used Dodgers down in order in the ninth, picked up his
show for it. In fact, they
Kansas City had to their top pitcher, Dave second save.
won their third playoff start 20-game winner Stieb, Wednesday night.
Said Lasorda: "I feel brld for the team, not for
game last Saturday Bret Saberhagen in
St. Louis, however, me. They're the ones who played their hearts
which, under the old Wednesday night's will have its ace, John out. To see them lose like this
is really heartbest-of-five format, seventh game against Tudor, rested and ready breaking..."
would have given them *4Zoronto, and he was for Game 1 of the World
The Cardinals will enter the World Series in
a week to prepare for forced to leave the game Series and could use fine shape. John Tudor,
the ace of their pitching
Saturday night's World after three innings after him again in Games 4 staff, will
be available for three starts, if
Series opener. Instead, being hit on the right and 7, if he is needed.
necessary, since he didn't have to go in a seventh
they are on their way hand with a batted ball.
Tudor would have pit- game against Los Angeles. And Herzog said that
home, beaten by the His Series availability is ched today had a he fully expects Vince
Coleman, who stole a
seventh game been major-league rookie record 110 bases this
-.4 necessary to decide the season, to be back in the lineup for Saturday
SHOP US FIRST!ardr///National League night's opener.
playoffs. The Cardinals'
Coleman was injured in a freak pre-game accivictory Wednesday dent Sunday in St. Louis when the tarp
enabled them to save machinery rolled onto his left leg, and did not
him for the Series
play in the final three games of the playoffs.

Blue Jays fall victim to system
by losing best-of-seven playoff
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
TORONTO (AP) =
Baseball's first-ever
seven-game playoff
series delivered the
American League pennant to the Kansas City
Royals and left an indelible, immediate imprint on the World
Series
9,

Without the sevengame format, established as part of the new
Basic Agreement between management and
the players' union last
spring, the Toronto Blue

`Zor,eAMMOM---

,f'i..P
Rickman
Norsworthy 0111CA'

LUMBER COMPANY,INC.
500 S. 4th Murray

charm to your home
with Andersen - bo, or bow
windows. Energy-efficient
with double-pane glass and
insulating wood core.
Low-upkeep vinyl exteriors.
Call for free
estimate.
Andersar
Add

Roof no supplied
by Andersen

14111
Come home to quality Come home to Andersen.'

Call 753-6450 For a Quote
Treated

Lumber

3/
1
23E51(8 ft.
Landscape

Size
2x4
2x6
2x8
4x4

8
' 10' 12'
1.79 2.19
2.99 3.79 4.89
3.78 4.88 6.28
5.39 6.39

Timbers

$309
Each

ALL NON CURRENT
MERCURY OUTBOARDS
REDUCED FOR CLEARANCE
WE MUST MAKE ROOM
FOR 1986 MODELS!
479500
150 H.P. XR2-Power Trim-Oil Injection
!
3895°°
y 115 H.P. with Power Trim
3495°°
O 90 H.P. with Power Trim
2495°°
.
I 60 H.P. Electric
2895°°
.
!
60 H.P. with Power Trim
21896955°°
I 50 H.P. with Power Trim
00
i 35 H.P. Electric
2095°°
I 35 H.P. with Power Trim
169500
1 25 H.P. Electric
1495°°
A 25 H.P. Manual
1395°°
I 18 H.P. Manual
1195°°
I 9.8 H.P. Electric
...995°°
I 9.8 H.P. Manual
79500
I 7.5 H.P.
49500
y 3.5 H.P.
39500
2.2 H.P
.
In Box Prices-Installation ExtraPrices good till Dec. 15th or while supply lasts'

4

I ore

f

SPECIAL

I

Oulckallvor 50-0
Outboard OH
Only
$2500

24 CansCi
"

A

CASH & CARRY
SALE ENDS 10/21/85
SHOP US FIRST

MOM.

Several hundred people were already lined
up at the closed ticket
windows Thursday for
the games to be played
next Tuesday, Wednesday, and, if necessary,
Thursday.

Kenlake Foods

t
I

- the NO. 1 Manufectursr of kerosene heaters In the world.

bleacher seats will be
reserved and fans will
be given a choice of left
or right field areas as
ticket availablity permits. Prices were set at
$20 for bleacher seats
and $10 for standing

SECOND ANNUAL
YEAR END SALE

y

p,T,I;I•1111:74

LOUTBOARDS i
I PURCHASE

FTC7
1104111r
IDV E
Dimliastkon prodkram disproof-kw preikralS.

ST. LOUIS (AP) —
The St. Louis Cardinals
announced today that
4,000 bleacher seat
tickets and 3,000 standing room tickets for
each of the three World
Series games scheduled
for St. Louis will go on
sale at 9:30 a.m. Friday.
The front office said
sales will be limited to
four tickets to one game
per person "in order to
accommodate as many
fans as possible."
A spokesman said the

Local Bowling

753-6450

TURN PROBLEM WINDOWS
INTO SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL.

Series tickets limited
for games in St. Louis

_44111014001411H 4.4001

Store Hours:

7-5 Mon.-Fri.,8 -12 Sat.

SERIES BOUND — Cardinal pitcher John
Tudor, pictured here during the celebration when
St.Louis won the National League Eastern Division Championship, will be on the mound for his
team when the Cards play the Kansas City
Royals in the first game of the World Series on
Saturday.
AP Laserphoto

THE BEST DEALS
COME FROM
JIM FREELS

f
LATE MODEL t
TRADE-INS

1954 Johnson 115 H.P.!
Elec..
I
1984 Mom 35 H.P. Elec.
1982 Mem 40 H.P.
1983 Johnson 25 H.P. A
1983 Eylnruckt 25 H.P. /

JIM FREELS
s•5 LAKE SHORE BOAT SHOP

I

Mlles West of Cadiz, Ky. on HI-way 68 Phone 924-55271
geriopi41Eri iNH 14.141P1101 41W4111044111hi oal41w1

Wk.

Team
Team
Team
Team
Team
Team
Team

511
12
9
9
A
6
4

1.
4
7
7
I
10
12

High Team Game (SC)
Team 12 ..........40
High Teem Game (MC)
Team 02
815
High Team Series (SC)
Team 12
1899

High Team Series (NC)
Team el
3341
High Ind. Game (SC)
E:arnie Royal
-Regina Damon
11111
High led. Game (EC)
Ric hard Waddell
Regina Damon
Me
High Ind. Series (SC)
Larry Buchanan
512
Nancy Buchanan
40
High Ind. Series (NC)
Larry Buchanan
639
Regina Damon
632

Magic Tri
Team
Economy Tire
Paradise Kennels
Peoples Bank
Murray Auto Auction
Photography by Hal
Thurman Furniture
Herndons Auto Repair
Futrell Tile
Jerry Atkins k Assoc
Dallas Willoughby Ins

24
1814
1734
15
14
13
12
9
9
8

High Talla Game (SC)
Peoples Bank

1
914
1014
13
14
15
16
19
19
20

916

High Team (..arn., 1fit
Peoples Bank
High Team Series 1SC)
Economy Tire
High Team Series
Peoples Bank
High Ind. Game (1,1')
Lou -Darnell
High Ind Game inn
Lou Darnell
High Ind Series 15C1
Lou Darnell
High Ind Series (110
Lou Darnell

1088
2551
3042
218
245
594
675

Diller or Dollar
Team
Wingtoot
Jane's TantasUc Tan
F.G.M.C.
Taber, Acoustical
Paradise Kennels

W
L
18
6
1514 614
14
10
13
11
12
12
oe
12
12
Joyce Noel Tax Service
7% 16%
Storey's Strikers
4
SO
High Team Game (144.1
Taber" Acoustical
521
Wingtoot Golf Shop
011
Jane's Tantastic Tan
477
High Team Gans. (14C)
Tabors Acoustical
4144
Janies Tanilatic Tan
629
Storey's Strikers
6111
High Team 8.ri.. MCI
Tabers Acoustical
14410
Winirfoot Golf Shop
1591
Joyce Noel Tax Service
1804
High Team Series (114•1
Taber' Acoustical
1734
Joyce Noel Tax Service
1724

#5
High Ind. Game ft1(')
Lois Smith
Betty Smith
Nancy Taber'
High Ind. Gene(MC)
Nancy Taber,
Geraldine Myers
Karen Dowdy
High led. Settee (SC)
Lois Smith
Betty Smith
Nancy Taber,
. High led. Series (NC)
Betty Smith
Pee Wee Eildne
Mary Montgomery
IMO Average.
Leo Smith
Nancy Todd
Jean Phillips
Jeanette Williams
Batty Smith

1721
200
181
1110
294
3311,
40

550
481
481
619
610
609

ISO
161
157
153

Sunday Mixed Doubles
•
Team
Darnell.
Odd Couples
Son-of a Buck.
Fearless Foursome
Mo Pokes
Me 4
Strikers
Hatireem
McCarthy,
PM !Meters
0594
Champagne Spirits
RIO Team Game
Demons
111,6 Team Game
Damietta

Team Sorter 134
Menet),
• Mila Team Sorties (11r)
Darnell.
eu,
Nigh Ind. Game (SC)
:Teddy Darnell,
188
Sumene
SO2

Ma
178

Mgt
sow (1ec)
Teddy Dental
/71
Lloda Drake40
—
Md.
S
—
wim
ISO
NO
hatter permit
OM
Nancy Todd
40
Nigh Ind aeries (IC)
Teddy Darnell
121
Nancy Todd
MIS
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Blue Jays chances fly away

Underdog Royals rally for trip to Series
TORONTO (AP) —
George Brett likes the
role cif underdog. He and
his Kansas City teammates wear it like a
comfortable old sweater
— they can push up their
sleeves and do a lot of
work in it.
The Royals, claiming
they were the underdog
from the very beginning, climaxed a stirring
comeback Wednesday
night when they
defeated the Toronto
Blue Jays for the third
successive time, 6-2, in
the seventh and
deciding game of the
American League
playoffs.
The Royals open the
World Series in their
own park Saturday
night against the St.
Louis Cardinals and,
again, they're picked to
lose.
"We had nothing to
lose," Brett said, noting
that Kansas City was
down 3-1 after four
games against the Blue
Jays. "We were loose.
When we won that third
game we came back
relaxed (Sunday), and
even though we lost, I
said the pressure was on
Toronto. I dorit know

why I said it, but I think
I was right, the pressure
was on them."
As a result, the Royals
— who won the AL West
with a 91-71 record —
never felt any pressure
to win.
"No one expected us
to win, just like during
the year," Brett said.
It marked only the
fifth time in majorleague history that a
team has bounced back
to win after losing three
of the first four games in
a best-of-seven series.
The other instances
have all been in World
Series play since the
playoffs were a best-offive affair until this
year.
"Toronto didn't
choke," Brett said,
tempering remarks he
made over the weekend.
"They didn't give
anything away. We
won."
The fact is, however,
that the Blue Jays, who
won the AL East with a
99-62 record, had been
struggling for two
weeks. They lost five of
their last six regularseason games — winning only the divisionclincher against the

New York Yankees —
and lost four of the last
five playoff games.
"It's over with,"
Toronto third baseman
Rance Mulliniks said.
'We can't change
anything. This is a
young ballclub and I'm
sure someday soon
there will be a World
Series here.
"They won it. They
executed and their pitching was great the last
four games. We didn't
give anything away.
They earned it."
The loss was a bitter
pill for flag-waving
Toronto fans, for whom
the playoffs were a
morality play. Canadian
media had made the
Blue Jays' efforts to bring the World Series
north of the border for
the first time a struggle
between good and evil
as well as between "us
and them."
Despite such loyalty,
however, only 32,084
showed up at Exhibition
Stadium for the final
game, and none of the
four games in Toronto
came even close to a
sellout.
Royals right fielder
Pat Sheridan and cat-

cher Jim Sundberg were
the surprise hitting
heroes in the final
game. Sheridan belted
his second homer of the
series and Sundberg
tripled off the top of the
right-field fence to drive
in three runs.
"It seems unknown
guys always come
through in playoff
gapes, but that's
baseball," Kansas City
Manager Dick Howser
said. "I can't explain
why."
Almost unnoticed in
the offensive fireworks
was the splendid 5 1-3 innings of relief by Royals
left-hander Charlie
Leibrandt, who got
credit for the victory.
The Royals took a 1-0
lead in the second.
Sheridan reached on a
one-out bunt single past
Toronto starter and
loser Dave Stieb, went
to second on Steve
Balboni's groundout and
scored on a looping
single to right by
Sundberg.
With two outs in the
fourth, Sheridan belted
the first pitch from Stieb
over the right-field wall,
giving the Royals a 2-0
lead.

Leibrandt, the loser in
both Game 1 and Game
4, took over for Kansas
City to start the Toronto
fourth because starter
Bret Saberhagen had a
bruise on the palm of his
right hand at the base of
the thumb.
The Blue Jays broke
through for a run in the
fifth. Damaso Garcia
stroked a leadoff single,
went to second on Lloyd
Moseby's grounder and
scored on Willie Upshaw's double into the
right-field corner.
Kansas City broke it
open with four runs in
the sixth. With one out,
Brett walked on four pitches and Hal McRae
was hit by a pitch.
Sheridan hit a checked swing grounder into the
hole, but shortstop Tony
Fernandez made a
splendid backhand stop
and flipped to Iorg, forcing Brett at third.
Balboni then walked on
a full-count pitch to load
the bases for Sundberg,
who followed with his
triple off the top of the
fence in right, scoring
McRae, Sheridan and
Balboni for a 5-1 Royals
lead.

NO HANDLE — Like this pop-up that catcher Ernie Whitt and Cliff
Johnson couldn't control during the regular season, the Toronto Blue Jays
bobbled away their chances for their first trip ever to the World Series. The
Blue Jays jumped ahead, 3-1, in the series against Kansas City, but the
Royals fought back to win the best-of-seven mittchup. 4-3.
AP Laserphoto

Local football slate almost overshadowed by World Series fever
Baseball fever has all
but erased-many folks'
interest in football this
week, but yes Virginia,
there will be the old
gridiron game going on
in massive amounts this
weekend.
Before we introduce
By JIM RECTOR
the local lineups for FriSports Editor
day night and Saturday
afternoon, here's how
the World Series stacks
up to this columnist:
Yankees ... it would probably take them seven.
• • •
Although the Dodgers
were my pick to go all
After last week's 13-0
the way this year (after shutout of Hopkinsville,
they clinched their div- who in their right mind
ision) I've taken a dif- would vote against
ferent stand after wat- another Calloway Counching those Cardinals in ty football victory this
the last few games.
week at Webster
St.Louis should win County?
the World Series in six
The Lakers are hot.
games, but if they had Webster County is not.
some real competition
It's as simple as that.
like the New York
Webster County got

Class 3A team in the chup will feature the
State.
Tigers who have a twoA win on Friday would game winning streak
assure the Lakers of a against the Purple
winning season with Flash who will be trying
their sixth victory in to recover from last
eight games and only week's 30-0 thrashing
two regular matchups against Trigg County.
remaining.
As a yardstick for
Laker note: Paducah comparison, the 4-3
Tilghman, the only Tigers up-ended Trigg
team standing between County 10-6 and limited
the Lakers and a trip to.. Al Baker to 98 yards on
the regional playoffs 12 carries when he
this season, suffered a played only one quarter
couple of costly injuries because of a previous
last week in a victory shoulder injury. Still
over Massac County, Ill, recovering from the inSenior cornerback Brad jury, Baker rambled for
Johnson broke an ankle 96 yards on nine carries,
and Gerald Hampton, including a 35-yard
starting sophomore touchdown run, in one
flanker, injured a knee quarter's play against
and will also be out the Lone Oak.
remainder of the
Last week Murray
season.
blasted Ballard 23-0 to
• • •
continue the two-game
Homecoming will be streak which started
the added attraction to against Trigg County.
the rivalry between host
Should the homefield
Murray High and Lone advantage remain inOak this Friday at Ty tact for the Tigers this
Holland Stadium.
Friday, Lone Oak will
Quee n c row n ing become another victim
ceremonies will take at at Ty Holland Stadium.
about 7:15 p.m. during Murray is undefeated in
pregame activities,
three games at home
The game will kickoff this season while the
at 7:30 with both Mur- Tigers have a 1-3 record
ray and Lone Oak play- on the road.
ing for pride more than
Fulton County, a 26-22
anything else.
comeback winner over
The non-district mat- Heath last week, will

covering
all fields

kicked 12-6 by Union
County last week and
they were waxed 43-0 by
Todd County the week
before. Caldwell County, a team that lost to
Calloway 7-6, knocked
off Webster 27-12 after
being tied 6-6 at
halftime.
To say Webster has
been struggling ,this
season would be an
understatement, but
Calloway can't forget its
past too soon or the
Lakers may become the
next upset victim.
Jack Haskins refuses
to allow his team to look
too far into the future,
saying his squad is not
good enough to overlook
anybody. "We've won
In passing efficiency, five games by taking
Bill Ransdell is fourth them one at a time and
with a 152.5 rating and we're not about to
Kevin Dooley is sixth at change that now,"
124.9. Ransdell also Haskins said last Friday
ranks third in total of- after blanking the No.5
fense with 234.5 yards a
game.
Defensive backs
Russell Hairston and
Carmichael Caldwell
are ninth in interceptions with two each.
Jay Tesar is third in
punting with 43.2 yards
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
a game and Brian
Williams is first in punt
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
returns with 9.1 yards a
return.
In SEC team
LINDY SUITER
901 SYCAMORE
753-8355
statistics, Kentucky is
fifth in rushing offense
with 178 yards a game,
second in passing offense with 263.6 and seBaseball Post Season Glance
Sunday Oct 20
4Jasisay.00t 13
cond in total offense
By The Associated Press
St Louts at Kansas City •
Kansas City 2. Toronto 0
EDT
All
Times
pm
St
Louis
12,
Los
Angeles
2
with 441.6.
league Chanicronship Series
Tuesday. Oct 22
Monday. Oct 14
Kentucky is first in
Tuesday Oct.1
Kansas CIty •1 St Louts
St Louis 3. Los Angeles 2
Toronto
8
City
Kansas
I
Tuesday,
Oct 15
FT1
rushing defense with
Kansas City 5, Toronto
Wednesday. Oct 23
67.4 yards, eighth in
Wednesday. Oct 9
Kansas City at St Louts. ,
Wednesday. Oct 16
P 2'
Kansas
Toronto
fl
5
City
to
pin
St Louis 7 Los Angeles 5 St
pass defense with 225.4
Innings
Louis wins aeries 4 2
Thursday Oct 24
and third in total
Los Angeles 4. St Louis 1
Kansas City at St Louts SI in
Kansas City 6 Toronto 2. Kansas
11340,451y, OCt 10
p in If necessary
defense with 292.8.
City wins series 4 3

Kentucky statistics rank
among best grid squads
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky placekicker Joe Worley ranks
No. 1 in the nation in
field goals, according to
statistics released by
the Southeastern
Conference.
Worley has connected
on 13 of 14 field-goal attempts for 92.9 percent
accuracy in five games.
He is also second in
scoring with 10 points a
game.
Kentucky also ranks
fourth nationally in
rushing defense with
67.4 yards a game and
sixth in net punting with
41.6 yards.
In SEC statistics,
junior running back
Mark Logan is fourth
with 91.2 yards a game
and sophomore Mark
Higgs is seventh with
66.8. Logan is also
eighth in kickoff returns
with 15.7 yards a return.
In all-purpose running, Logan is second
with 141 yards a game.

A victory by the
To spice up SatiffRacers would throw the day's confrontation, the
Ohio Valley Conference Murray State Alumni
race into a logjam and Nashville chapter will
give Murray the league host a pre-game tailgate
lead by a half-game.
party in the parking lot
A loss to MTSU will of the MTSU stadium in
give the Blue Raiders an the section reserved for
impressive advantage Murray fans.
as they have already
The MSU parking lot
knocked off perennial is located near the 'C'
favorite Eastern Ken- Street entrance. The
tucky, 28-14, and have a tailgate party is
2-0 OVC record to date. scheduled to begin
Murray is 2-1 in league around 10 a.m. with
play after losing at kickoff for the game set
Akron last week.
for 1:30 p.m.

HY PAY4*
MORE?

Now you can get a beautiful ArtCaryed
NOW ts
class ring at a beautiful price with a Full
ONLY
40
Lifetime Warranty! This offer expires
November 30, 1985:and is to be used SILADIUM"'
only for the purchase of ArtCarved
H S. RINGS
Siladium high school class rings.
PLUS up to $36 worth of
custom features FREE!

95

WITH
THIS AD

A RIORVED
c.i Ass koc.Gs

Cooks Jewelers
Central Shopping

Murray

BRING THIS AD

873 .1 4713

753-1666

SCOREBOARD

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

11.

World Series Countdown

NFL rejects instant replays
NEW YORK (AP) —
The National Football
League has again rejected a proposal to
oversee officials' decisions with televised instant replays in this
year's playoffs But the
leap into the
technological future
may come as early as
next season
In one of the rare instances when a
unanimous recommendation by the NFL Cotnpetition Committee was

host Ballard this Friday
in its last sub-district
game of the season. A
Fulton victory will wrap
up the sub-district title
for the Pilots and leave
Murray, Heath and
Ballard out in the cold.
• • •
Murray State will participate in its most
crucial game of the
season on Saturday
when the Racers travel
to Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
to take on host Middle
Tennessee.

turned down, instant
replay managed just 16
votessif the 25 teams attending the league's fall
meetings Wednesday.
three short of the threefourths majority needed
to institute a rules
change.

8.8% A.P.R.
financing On
S•10 Pickups
and S• 10 Illaacro
DWAISI TAYLOR
CHEVROLIT
S 11th St. 131.1111

Los Angeles S. St louts 2
friday. Oct 11
Kansas Clty S. Toronto 5
Saturday. Oct 12
St Louis 4. Loa Aftgeles 2
Toronto 5, Kansas City I

• • •
Wend SWOPS
Saturday, Oct 19
St
pm

Louie at Kansas Ctt

St

Saturday. Oct 2.
Louis at Kanaas City,

A

r

p.m , If ne, essarv
4 313

pm

Sunday Oct 27
Louis at Kansas City. 4 3,
If neressars

National Football League A',aryl,
.
NEW YORK (AP) — tional Football League.
Griffin intercepted
Running back
two passes — one at hlu
Freeman McNeil of the
McNeil rushed for 1-yard line, the other
New York Jets and 173 yards against the returned 24 yards for a
safety James Griffin of Miami Dolphins Mon- touchdown — and
the Cincinnati Bengals day night, leading the
were named American Jets to a 23-7 victory recovered an on-sid,
Conference Offens4ve and raising his league- kink in the Bengais
and Defensive Players leading rushing total to 35-30 victory over the
of the Week by the Na- 645 yards
New York Giants

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

rn Kubota G•12001-1ST lawn and gardcn tractor IR.a hy1ro-.tati
trammission that pie% You %futile.% maneuverability. Just one foot pedal change.
trom fora ard to reverce, and back agaan.
The Ion maintename 12 hp cik-cel engine will last a king time and give you
amid fuel economy. Standard 'anthem: tra.:tor. fc live front ivro,chat t dnve to thi.•
inowcr. and a comfortable adiu%tabk4cat.
.1bc ewe oforeratign will make kits ilf chore% (racier, n it h other in illements
and at taLhments imlyas snow bk.wier,
blade,or tilk.T.
Come in now fora Filmi kik* at tin.
diesel—yooll tind
a hard
n °ricer.
Nothing, like it on earth —

0KUBOTA'

r--

AcKeel Equipment Co.
MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753-3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST — 444-0110
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7:30 p.m. Kickoff

Good
Luck
Lakers!

WAI:MART
Meet
Geri Anderson
of the
Home Team

T
IN
24 HOUR

See Geri For
All Your
Real Estate Needs
Geri Andersen

OPI!E,RUD
753-7932

753-1222

Rent a 7 passenger
Custom Van to go to
the Lakers Away Games.

Dwain
Call Gene
502-753-2617
Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

2 TRUCKS TO SERVE
YOU SETTER
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

753-9132
713
,
214

MI iSIO

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
"All The Way Lakers"

McCLARD S SHELL
401 Olive

753-5321

Good Luck Lakers!

D & W Auto

From Tucker T.V.
Your

Supply Inc.
GOOD LUCK LAKERS!

•Automotive Parts & Paint
•Complete Automotive
Glass Shop
512 S. 12th

Television
Headquarters
753-2900
1914 Coldwater Road

753-4563
OVERBY

Good Luck
Lakers

Special
Lg. Hamburger,
French Fries &
Large Drink

HONDA
MURRAY, KY
SALES • SERVICE • PARTS

$229
Special Good Oct 18-24

753-4092
641 N. Murray

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER BUY
YOUR INSURANCE FROM A
FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON
AT OUR AGENCY
work

-

:

.e.e:

a

NOW

COMM.1
,
11
,
/we hevIll
10
funCtPOn IS I diplirldabl•

f•wrx1 so ows poky
hohlors

WHERE SERVICE COMES
FIRST

WS1441oome your calo and Ow
SO be ol ammotanal

Chestnut St. Murray

753-0045

8.800

Southern State

UP TO
48 MONTHS
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

85-86 ESCORT
85-86 TEMPO
86 BRONCO II
86 RANGER
Ends Nov. 22nd'

Wain.

T. J.'s
Bar-B-9 & Burgers

THE
HOKE
COMPANY
GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!

I NM

91.111r

momminimor

Your authorized Dealer for
Xerox copy machines &
- Xerox Memory Writers and
supplies.

TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS,INC.

•Bulk Feed 8 Fertilizer
•Bulk Seed
•Farm and Gard-en Supplies
•Horse care products and

*Nordic tack

line
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Audubon bicentennial spurs interest in prints

BYNUM RECEIVES HONOR BY FIRE DEPARTMENT James Bynum, pictured above at left, receives a certificate of
merit from Murray Fire Chief James Hornbuckle. The certificate was presented in recognition of Bynurn's actions on October 2, when he helped four Calloway County youths from an
overturned car, which had crashed Into a creek off Ky. 94 East
that morning.

Horse breeder okays
campaign committee
FRANKFORT, Ky. (APIBrereton C. Jones Jr., a former
Republican legislator in West
Virginia, has authorized the
creation of a campaign committee to seek the Democratic
nomination for lieutenant governor in 1987
Jones, 46, now a Woodford
County horse breeder, has served recently as an activist on
behalf of health care and public
education.
Jones has served as a University of Kentucky trustee and a
member of the Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence. He was recently appointed to a 36-member panel
looking at ways to reform the
state's Medicaid program.
The Committee to Elect
Brereton Jones Lieutenant
Governor was organized Oct. 2,
according to papers filed with
the Kentucky Registry of Election Finance.

Jones owned a real-estate
development company and served in the West Virsrinia House of
Represeriativei before he Moved to Kentucky in 1972 and
became a Democrat.
He operates Airdrie Stud in
Midway, a thoroughbred horse
farm inherited by his wife.
Jones is the first candidate for
lieutenant governor to form a
campaign committee.
But Agriculture Commissioner David Boswell has a
political action committee and is
expected to run for lieutenant
governor. Others mentioned as
candidates include Pike County
Judge-Executive Paul Patton,
Attorney General David Armstrong, Superintendent of Public
Instruction Alice McDonald,
state Adjutant General Billy
Wellman and state Sen. Henry
Lackey, D-Henderson.
All are Democrats.

Your Individual
Horoscope

47)ti

Fraaces Drake
what kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1985
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
You may get out of bed on the
A money situation makes you
wrong side today Strive for objectiv- touchy. Avoid confrontations. You're
ity in career dealings. Don't be overly direct in speech tonighi Remember
personal.
also to be considerate
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
A higher-up seems bossy today.
A desire to keep the peace may
conflict with your principles now. Though friendship is accented, finanIntimate questions are also on your cial dealings with social acquainagenda today.
tances is not recommended.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan 19)
Tread softly at home base. You
Resist the temptation to get even
should certainly opt for good times with someone Don't add fuel to the
out, yet a delicate question may come fire. A mellow mood becomes you
this evening. Enjoy friendships.
up in romance.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to Jut 22)
PIE (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You could be short-tempered on
You'll do your socializing early in
the job. Work goes better for you at the day with mixed results. Evening
home base. Don't let moodiness hours are best spent catching up on
Interfere with happiness
unfinished tanks.
LEO
PISCES
Paiss.
(July 23 to Aug 22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
seas
Don't be an impulsive shopper
Early morning agitation gives way
today. Tact and sensitivity are needed to pleasant times with friends tonight
with co-workers. Be sure to complete You needn't he so accommodating.
pending assignments
Call a spade a spade
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY are both
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
independent and cooperative
You can't lay down the law with Though idealistic, you're inclined to
loved ones today. Evening favors be unconventional. You're highly
romance, but guard against extravag- ambitious, but at times you hove
ant spending.
bouts of laziness Executive-1j
LIBRA
nature, you will succeed in such
(Sept 23 to Oct. 22)
fields an engineering, law, writing,
An uncharacteristic impatience politics and administration Someplagues you before noon Make sure what dramatic, you can succeed in
your remarks are appropriate and show business and are also responsisincere this evening
ble in matters of finance

GE

Pot

A

A

NEW YORK (AP) - A century and a half after they were
painted, the birds of John James
Audubon still look ready to
tweet, quack, gobble, honk or
hoot, and fly right off the page
Audubon, born 200 years ago
in the Caribbean to a French sea
captain and his Creole mistress,
spent much of the first quarter
of the 19th century studying and
sketching the birds of the newly
Independent United States. He
published the fruit of his labor in
London from 1828 to 1839, in a
series of 435 engravings, printed
on oversized Double Elephant
Folio paper and sold by
subscription. Each was handpainted with watercolors.
The complete set, of which
175-200 were printed, sold for
$1,000 each.
His meticulous detail and coloring draw continuing admiration from ornithologists, and his
sense of drama and composition
make him a favorite among art
collectors.
This year, the bicentennial of
his birth, has been a boon year
for Audubon collectors. In
January, Sotheby's sold off a set
of birds for $1.7 million, and will
be selling another set on Oct.
18-19.
The record price for a print
was set at Sotheby's in June
1983, $45,100 for the Trumpeter
i'Swan, the result of fierce bidding between two buyers.
Several of the prints are expected to bring in the $20,000
range at this auction, said Susan
Pinsky, a Sotheby's Audubon
expert.
The set was the last to have
been sold during the artist's
lifetime, purchased by the City
of New York in 1850 for ;1,000.
Six other sets are owned and

Youngster needs
third transplant
CHICAGO (AP) - A 2-yearold Uniontown, Ky., girl awaited
a third liver transplant today at
Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's
Medical Center after doctors
found she had developed blood
clot, a hospital spokeswoman
said.
Chasity Gibson's name was
placed on a nationwide computer list as an emergency case
for a donor organ, spokeswoman
Mary Ann Redeker said
Wednesday night. She was listed
In critical but stable condition in
the hospital's pediatric intensive
care unit.
Chasity, who had suffered
from deterioration of the liver
since birth, received her first
transplant on Sept. 29. The second transplant took place Oct.8
after a blood clot was discovered
in the artery that leads to the
liver.
Redeker said the second clot
found Wednesday was in the
same artery after exploratory
surgery.
The only treatment for a clot
is a transplant, she said.
Clots occur is one-third of all
children who undergo organ
transplants, Dr. James
Williams, the lead surgeon in the
two transplants, has said
previously.

shown from time to time by
other institutions in the city, including the public library, which
has three, Columbia University
and the Historical Society.
A number of reproductions
are also being offered to mark
the bicentennial, the most ambitious of them a joint project by
a noted art publisher and the National Audubon Society, the conservation group named for the
painter.
Abbeville Press, using the
Audubon society's set of prints,
is issuing a complete portfolio of
bound reproductions in a limited
edition, billed as the most expensive newly published book ever
at $15,000.
Despite the best kchnology
used in modern reproductions,
they do not capture the
vividness of the original paintings and prints. Wendy B.
Hyman, manager of the Abbeville project, says that the
best reproduction techniques
can achieve only 80 percent of
,the original color and detail.
Audubon was superb in depicting both detail and action.
"He was the first one to really
paint birds as living things, out
of the glass case," said ornithologist Roger Tory Peterson. He described Audubon as a
pioneer not only in painting, but
In discovering and describing
the feathered species of eastern
North America and studying
their behavior.
"He had a voracious appetite
for the natural world and an uncanny ability to paint it," said
Carole Slatkin, an Audubon expert at the New York Historial
Society, site of a permanent
display of the original paintings
on which the prints were based.
"No other bird painter has
done as well in portraying the
character of the birds," said Ms.
'Pinsky of Sotheby's.
Three eider ducks are shown
In a domestic squabble, Virginia
Partridges are being attacked
by a hawk, and the Mockingbirds are fighting off a rattlesnake encircling their nest.
Critics have accused Audubon
of making mistakes, arguing for
example that rattlesnakes do
not climb trees. However, ornithologists say he was astoundingly accurate.
"You can find many errors in

Louisiana Purchase doubled the
size of the nation, adding vast
tracts of uncharted wilderness.
He failed in business, apparently devoting more time to his passion for sketching nature than to
worldly affairs.
In 1820, he abandonea himself
entirely to birds, wandering
south to Key West and as far
north as Labrador. He traveled
by raft down the Mississippi, but
never ventured more than a few
miles west of it.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to Previous Puzzle
ACROSS

35 Dairy product
37 Mountain
lake
38 Small rug
40 Metar""1
fastener
42 Hurry
,
43 Longed for
45 Map abbr
46 Alternating
current abbr
47 Roams
49 Tantalum
symbol
50 Require
52 Shade trees
54 Wipe out
55 A state

1
6
11
13
14

Precipitous
Shuts noisily
More serene
Kettledrum
River in
Siberia
15 Played
leading role
17 Nickel
symbol
18 Pilfer
20 Vapor
21 Bright star
22 Great Lake
24 Organ of
hearing
25 Antlered
animal
26 Pack away
28 Light color
30 Former
Russian ruler
32 South African
Dutch
33 Nets
1

2

3

DOWN
1 Tally
2 Small drums
3 Spanish
article
4 Royer in
Germany

4

1UUUUU5

18

8

7

13
17

20
23

21

2t•

24

26

10

9

16

19

22

8 Hebrew
month
6

12

9 Handbook
10 Fling
12 Evaluate

5 Fondles
6 Stalk
7 Young boy

5

11
14
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28
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-

30
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32
34

UUU

33UUUU
37
42

UUU

38U39

44

45

43UUU
47
46U
50

UUUUU
52

U54

36

35US
40

51UUU
55

41

UI
49

48
53

UU
USSR

13 Biblical
mountain
16 Harvest
19 Small heron
21 Pertaining to
the stars
23 Chemical dye
25 Blemish
27 Pale
29 Everybody s
uncle
31 Recall to
memory
33 Piece of'
dinnerware
34 Pulverized
robk
36 Young cat
37 Barter
39 Abound
41 Rent
43 Sheet of
glass
44 Apothecary s
weight
47 Existed
48 Resort
51 Anatolian
• gockiess
53Crifnese
distance
measure

5.00
Will Hold
Your
Layaway

•

Misses Dresses

29.00
Reg. To 49.99
Choose from a lovely collection
of Misses dresses. Fall and
Winter- fabrics in an array of
co/ors and styles. Misses sizes.

Misses
Separates

•

1/3 Off
Original Price

Paper says U.S.
intelligence lost
the Achille Lauro
BOSTON (AP)- For 24 hours
after the United States learned
of the hijacking of the cruise
liner Achille Lauro last week,
U.S. intelligence was unable to
locate it in the eastern Mediterranean, The Boston Globe
reported today.
"I don't know why we couldn't
do (find) it, but we couldn't," an
unidentified U.S. official told the
Globe, which said the ship hijacked by four Palestinian terrorists finally was located by
Israeli intelligence.
The planes and warships of
the U.S. 8th Fleet are crammed
with gear theoretically capable
of picking up everything from
aircraft carriers and submarines to radar scopes and
coded radio signals.
Pentagon and White House
spokesmen told the Globe they
could not confirm or deny the
claim, saying they do not comment on intelligence operations.
A U.S. intelligence official
also told the Globe it was an
Italian security_officer, not a
waiter as previously reported,
who opened the Palestinians'
cabin door on the cruise ship as
they were cleaning their
weapons.
This was the event that
precipitated the hijacking The
Palestinians' original intent apparently was to leave the ship at
the Israeli port of Ashdod,%where
they planned to avenge the recent Israeli air attack on PLO
headquarters in Tunis, Tunisia.

Audubon, mostly based on his
misconceptions, because he was
at the forefront of knowledge,"
said Peterson, the author of
numerous guides for bird watchers. "But that is understandable. That's no criticism of
Audubon."
Many of his mistakes, said
Peterson, were simply identifying young or female birds as
new species.
Audubon arrived in the United
States in 1803, the year that the

Blazers

38.99
Reg. 60.00
Oversized and updated
for work & casual wear iS
this linen-like lined blazer.
An assortment of colors

Cotton
Sweaters

10.99

Reg. 15.99
Truly a sweater for'all
seasons, this'full-bodied
cotton /knit _in lovely
colors to complement
• your fall and winter
wardrobe. S,M,t.

alfred®
clunrier
45% Off

Print Skirts

23.99

Original Price
Famous maker Alfred Dunner coor&Wes on sale
rx3440 Choose frgtti
Blazers, Jackets,
Pants, Blouses
Skims, --and
Sweaters. Misses
sizes. Large assortment of styles to
choose frnm:-

•

Reg. To 35.00
A breath of fashion freshness in the latest styles
of skirts. New longer
length in challis prints.
• Cfionse from a beautiful
as •rt
Micse
Shoji* Aiiiiifessly A FerwSty es And Prices 0 Our 'saes
Separates Now On Sale

Central Shopping Center,
Murra ,K .

16

Face
Brick
Start At

lir

1135ner 1000

Vowel! &
Son Inc.
Martin, TN
I 587-2301

P

COSMETOL
LaDora. Perms individually formulated.
753-0658. 10-5, closed
Sat.
TODDLER Day Care
has openings for infants
& toddlers. Ky. license.
Call 7501-2555

Hopkins Insurance Agency
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
•
...••••••••••.•,•
I*. I..* •..I,s.s•
•041 V..111% I 2,1, sr....
k•n,ucl

42071

TANKS
58." o
PT.
250 Tnk. - $250
500 Ink. - $450
LP-GAS &

LAKE EIGION LP GAS
pre. D Co.
CALL COLUCT '
354-SC))
GLASS repair and rePlacement work for car
home and business also
glass table tops,
mirrors,and patio glass
doors and insulated glass.
Storm windows and
screens repaired plus
Store fronts and plate
glass and window glass,
entrance doors and
closers replaced. M&G
Complete Glass, Dixieland Center. Phone 7530180, Nights 753-2798.
TIRE SALE
Grand AM
-Radial GT
Now Save 25%
ECONOMY TIRE
753-8500

PHOTO
ENLARGING
5x7 Only $
8x 10 Only $39$
Up To Poster Size
20x28
In Store
One Hour Service
And Complete

PROCESSING
With Individual
And Personal
Attention

ONE HOUR PHOTO
Inside

CRASS
FURNITURE
103 S. 3rd
Downtown Murray
753.3621

"Puuuuut the c000000t ouuuuuuuuut
the ca0000t ouuuuuuut

THIS 15 MY REPORT
ON HALLEY 5 COMET
WHICH WILL BE COMING
BY THE EARTH SOON...

UNFORTUNATELY, IT WILL BE
DOWN NEAR THE HORIZON
AND WE WON'T BE ABLE
TO SEE IT VERY WELL..

JON FINALLY GOT ME A
BED WITH SOME CLASS

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
our
in
be
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
GET ready for winter'
Stocksize storm
windows- $21 25 ea.
Mid-South Wholesale
Building; 341 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.

Card of Thanks
The family of Effie McClean would
like to express their
appreciation to the
nurses who cared
for her at Murray
Calloway County
hospital. Thank you
for taking such
good care of her
and showing such
kindness during the
last days of her life.

LOST

orange & white
Brittany Spaniel, brown
& white Pointer. Lost on
280. in Miller Golf
course area. Call 7530405 or 436-2132.

PUBLIC ANNOUCEMENT
The State Board of Education has
scheduled a public hearing on a proposed
revision to the school facilities plan for
Calloway County School District. The
hearing is open to the public and will convene at 9:30 a.m., CDT, Thursday, October 24, 1985, in the board room of the
central office, Calloway County School
District, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
The proposed plan revision is available
for public inspection from 8:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. at the central office. Individuals
or groups who wish to speak at the hearing are encouraged to notify Superintendent Rose at(502) 753-3033 on or before
October 21 and to have a prepared statement that can be left with the hearing officer. Anyone having questions regarding
the plan and/or hearing procedures may
contact Superintendent Rose or the Hearing Office, Mr. Pete Royse, Kentucky
Department of Education, 1521 Capital
Plaza Tower, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601,
telephone (502) 564-3930.

The Best Just Got Better
The New MAXC+ Medicare
Counterpart. V Plus. United
American Insurance Co. Ky.
rated A + Medicare Supplement.
For your home appointment
call Jean Rogers
489-2715
or write Rt. 1 Box 253
Farmington, Ky. 42040

ACTUALLY YOU'LL BE ABLE
TO SEE IT MUCH BETTER
ON TV SOMETIME IN
THE MONTH OF MARCH

UNLESS OF COURSE YOU'RE
WATCHING SATURDAY
MORNING CARTOONS.,

ANP PRIPE,OF COUR5E,
16714E MIDDLE CLASS
SUBSTITUTE
FOR CLASS

ACCOUNTANT, (Accounts receivable). BS in
Accounting required.
M.B.A., C.P.A. experience in collections,
college and University
accounting or familiarity
with large computerbased accounting
systems prefered. Position to work under the
supervision of a senior
accountant and will be
actively involved in regestration, students accounts receiveable, collections and other related
tasks. Salary range $13.
500-115,000 annually. Resumes with at least 3
references must be received by 12:00 noon Oct
25 1985 at the following
address. Director of Accounting & Finance, 2nd
floor, Sparks Hall,
Murray State University,
Murray Ky 42071.
EOEMF.
COIN laundry attendent, good hours, good
conditions. Apply in
person Boones
Cleaners, 605 Main.
COSMETOLOGIST, intelligent, personable,
willing to pe trained.
Above average income
for right person with
right attitude.
Minimum 1 year experience. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040-H,
Murray, Ky.
AS
ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce. Fl. 33482.

Home

Furnishings

2 COUCHES & 2 love
seats, $50 eAeh. 1 ottoman $25 & other furniture. Call 759-4520.
formal
dining room suite. Includes: labile & 6 chairs,
buffet & china cabinet.
Would make a very nice
Christmas gift. Call
759-1616.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.

BROYHILL

NAUTILUS abdominal
machine, solo -flex
weight lifting machine,
D.P. 300 rowing
machine. Call 753-1737
between 8a. m.-5p.m.,
after 6p.m. 753-4504.

Kiwanis Gun
& Knife
Show
Sat. 84 Sun.
Oct. 19 & 20
9-5 p.m.
Exhibitors from 4
states. Calloway
County
Middle

School,

KEROSENE heaters:
7200 BTU's $59.99, 14,600
BTU's $69 99, 20,000
BTU's $99.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
LANDSCAPE Fabric Better than plastic,
because it lets water
pass through. Mid South Wholesale; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-2552.

X1714r74 =1T-U111711
rsin• New. List 16246,
sell $4700- Oct. only.
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
87;1172my type
pool table. Call nights
492-8264.
NEW shipment of 1984
MODEL Wheel Horse
mowers, just received
Oct. Only will sell at
1985 prices. Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
OAK & Hickory
firewood, you haul, $20
rick. Call 437-4829
ONE picnic table with
brand new Umbrella. Call
492-8348.
PICK-UP TRUCK BED
MATS- RUBBER- all
sizes- DISCOUNT
PRICES so low you
have to come see for
yourself. Stokes Tractor
Co., Industrial Rd. 7531319.

19Th 12x40 MOBILE
home, 2 BR, partly
furnished, gas heat or
electric, $2000. Call
after 5pm. 474-2314
1974
ELLE Meade
24x52, 3 BR, $10,500 or
set up on 1 acre with
well, septic tank and
garage, $14,500. Call
489-n80.
room? 1976
Moon 14x80 ft., 3
bedrms., 2 full baths,
central heat and air
Call 753-2596 or 753-6296
after 4p.m.

Nrrir

10x55 mobile home, 2
BR, tilt-out living room,
$100 a month. Dexter
area. Call 753-9380.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
MOBILE home lots for
rent. Call 753-0611.
NICE 2 BR trailer near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2611.
TRAILERS for rent.
Couples only please.
Dills Trailer Court 7539104.

ROMESTEAD wood
stove, blower, 24", $110
Call 436-2511.

Murray,

PICK up all your leaves
dr grass clippings with
our new lawn vacuum
12 GUAGE Remington Will fit most any riding 1 & 2 BR apt. near
1100. 20 Guage 1100, $300 mower you may own! downtown Murray.
each. 308 Savage with(' Stokes Tractor, Indust- Adults only. Call 753scope $250. 30-30 Marlin rial Rd., 753-1319.
4109, 762-6650, or 436with scope. $150. Brown- RAILROAD
ties, 3 2844.
ing 22 never fired. $175. grades,
$7, $9 & $12. Call 1 BR furnished apt. Call
All prices firm. Call 753- 753-2905
753-9468 or 753-2967.
or 435-4343.
1788.
SEASONED firewood- 2 BR apt. near Universoak, hickory, mixed ity, gas heat, water
HOLIDAY Inn of
hardwoods $30/rick furnished, $130 per
Murray is accepting
delivered. Min. order 2 month. Call 489-2244.
applications for rePIANO FOR SALE
ricks. Call John Boyer 2 BR, bath & 1/2 dulex
staurant personnel &
Wanted: Responsible
753-0338.
apt. Clean, attractive,
management. Apply at
party to assume small
SILVER Dollar Mobile wood burning fireplace.
the front desk.
Home roof coating, 5 stove, refrigerator,
monthly payments on
LADY to live in with spinet/console piano
gal. pale $19.99. Wallin fully carpeted. $200 per
invalid lady Room,
mcsgth. Call 436-2755
Hardware, Paris, l'n.
Can be seen locally.
board and salary. Call
after 4p.m.
Write:
(include
phone
759-1661.
WICKS In stock for EXTRA nice, large 2
number)
Credit
NEED a babysitter
kerosene heaters, 88 BR apt., residential
Manager,
P.O. Box
mornings a week, now
brands, 422 models. area, near shopping
520, Beckerneyer, IL
on Mon., Wed. & Fri. 5
Wallin Hardware, center. Couple or
62219
mornings starting
Paris, TN.
graduate student
January, Mon.-Fri. Call
WOOD heaters, 25's preferred. Private. Call
753-3932.
brick lined firebox, cast 8a.m.-5p.m. 753-3415,
iron door & grates, after 5p.m. 753-8756 or
NEED a job? 2 openings 16 FT. dual axle, fac- deluxe
cabinet with 753-7123.
now. You may qualify tory flat bed trailer. 3 lift-up
cook surface top,
if: (1)you do not have point hitch, log slitter, $299.99.
Wallin Hard- 900 Coldwater Rd. No
GED or your .high never used. Call 753- ware, Paris,
TN
pets. $140 per month.
school diploma, (2) you 2900 before 5p.m. or
Call 753-5980.
have been out of school 753-5702 after 5p.m.
NEW 2 BR, central air
9 months or more, (3) I FROSTF EE reFARMERS
& heat, all utilities paid.
you are between ages 16 frigerator, 1 King wood
LAND OWNERS
No pets. Call between
& 21, call J.T.P.A. Out stove, matching love
5-1 .m. 492-8634.
Call 753-4533 or
Of School 753-9378 be- seat 8e rocker, ottoman.
TARING applications
tween 8:30-12:00 5 days One 3-piece bedroom
759-4640 (night)
for Section 8. Rent
a week.
suite. Call after 4p.m.
for
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
NEED extra money? 753-5981.
BR. Apply Hilldale
Fertilizer-Stacdust
You can make $1,000, 3000 B•ru Ruud, electric
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
$2,000, $3,000 in October. central heating & air
Fredonia Lime
Equal Housing
Call 502-443-6469.
conditioning unit, 2
Seed & Complete
0pportunity.
WORLD Book needs a years old, $175. Poulan
0 Bedroom Duplex in
Spreading Service
manager trainee in the chain saw, model 25DA
Northwood. Appliances
Murray area. Write 14" br, $60. Electric
AG BROKERS
furnished, carpeted, cenP.O. Box 1733 Paducah, hydraulic barber chair,
Industrial Road
tral heat and air, No pets.
Ky. 42001 or call 502-554- mechanically erfect.
$285 per month. Call 759We want your business
5500.
$125. Call 753-8613 after
4406.
m.
X-RAY technician for 7
physicians office. Send 4 CL. ft. wheel barrows, SOLID wood, Spanish TWO bedroom Apartresume to P.O. 1040-D, $29.99. Call Coast to design, bar & stools, ment in brick duplex,
Murray, Ky.
Coast Hardware 753- used 6 months, need to carpeted, kitchen furnished, 2 blocks from
sell. Inquire at 759-4604.
8604.
campus. Call 753-2792.
USED
set
of
bunk
beds,
5
-GAL
Black
Top
9. Situation Wanted
Sealer- $6.95 Mid-South AJ 2000 weight bench,
16-YR. old with trans- Wholesale Building; Super Single waterbed
portation to do odd jobs. 342- East Washington; with Smurf sheets and ONE block from Campus.
Have had farm ex- Paris; 901-642-2552.
comforter. 1980 AMC 3 sleeping rooms with
kitchen privleges
Privperience. Strong and 6x10 UTILITY trailer, Spirit. Call 753-0852.
capable. Monty at 753- dual axals, 40 gallon gas
HEEL Horse lawn ate entrance. $125 per
8799.
or kerosene tank. Call sweepers- light- me- month Call 354-8805
I will stay with elderly 437-4873.
dium & heavy duty- pull
day or night or will CHAIN SAW DULL? type Stokes Tractor
live-in through the Keith will make your Industrial Roi
.
d, 753- 3 BDRM., 2 bath. 1704
week. Off Sat. & Sun. saw cut good as new. 1319.
Farmer Ave. $375 a
Call days 753-4590, Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
WHIRLPOOL month. 753-3006
evenings.
nights 753-3631. I have DIAMOND
solitaire microwave oven with
good references.
ring, appraised at $350. 700 watts coaling hOuE for rent in PanILL babysit in my Ruby & diamond ring, power, only $4.50 week. arama Shores, 3 BR, $225
home, days or nights. appraised at $700. Best Rudoph Goodyear, 753- month, $225 deposit. Call
Call 759-1431.
753-6531.
0695.
offer. Call 753-7737.
WILL babysit in my EXTRA nice 12 ft.
RENT with option, 3
27.
Mobile
Homes
for
Sale BR, full basement, 2 car
home in Coach Estates. camper/trailer $695,
Call 753-8741.
electric typewriter $75, 12x60 MOBILE home, garage on 1 acre, upper
WILL do house cleaning. 10 h.p. Evinrude motor needs minor repairs, 30's. Ask for Bob,
Experienced. De- $295, 5 new 13" tires $1500. Call after 753-1492 Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
:30p.m. 753-4385.
pendable. References
$100. Call 759-1801.
Call 753-6043.
FREE vacuum bagger
WOULD like to do
with any new 100 series
babysitting or house
Wheel Horse Mower.
cleaning. Call 489-2655
Stokes Tractor, Industor 489-2611.
rial Rd., 753-1319.
HARDWOOD. $25 delivered, $20 pick it up in
woods. Call 354-8806.
OWN your own Jean - I-ICIME= XL ChainSportswear, ladies, saw, $75; Craft Master
fireplace insert, $75,
childrens or large size
19" RCA color console
store. 100's of nat'l
TV, $100; Nolan full
brands $15,900 includes
face helmlt, black, $20.
$10,500 inventory, fixCall 753-5901.
tures, supplies and
more Call today'
INFANT baby bilow,
Tate 704-274-5965
$185 or best offer Call
438-2683.

r

Ky.

rurtgrzirr-r-m-a1
77,r.

Coldwater
Video Game Arcade

FRONT
PORCH
RUMMAGE
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
1616 Main St.
YARD SALE
Thurs.-Sat.
Almo Heights between old & new
highway on 464.
8:30-5 p.m.
Household appliances,
elec. typewriter, tools
of all kinds, elec. fence,
furniture, items of all
kinds, clothes for whole
family.

Located in
East Y Subdivision
off 280.
Dune Buggy, furniture, clothing,
oval braided rug.

Oct. 17, 18 & 19
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
8-5
N. 641 Edge of City
Limits. See signs.
All size clothing &
many other misc.
items.

4 PARTY
1ST TIME
YARD SALE
Thur.. Fri. & Sat.
8-?
815 N. 19th St.
Furniture, formal
ware, toys, clothes
& numerous other
items.

i4us441 vOicES„
OrSTANT,.CCrAiNG
FROM 'NAT DiREcTION„
SC*IETHING f..LSE„
ANIMALO„CARAVAN.,?

We match prices with

'any so-called discount store

4.111•=ilMiMur
kTTCHEN cabinets, 24. Miscellaneous
vanities, Marble tops.
thOR sale or rent. Large
check our prices and
leaf blower, 5 H.P..
save. Mid -South
blows leaves fast. Call
Wholesale; 342 East
753-1729 after 6p.m.
Washington, Paris; 901642-2562.
SOFAS, chairs, desk,
lamps. Lots of new and
used furniture
Mid.
Soup Wholesale, 342
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-2552
17 cu ft
refrigerator with textured steel door, only
SR OD per week Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0596
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only 18.00 per
week
Rudolph
Goodyear, 758-0596

25x60 BUILDING in
Murray. Call 489-2761
after 6p.m.
bins

ShopGRAIN

You can buy from them

WHIRLPOOL

without service or
buy from us with service.

"World of Sound
222 So. 12th

753-5865
Layaway, Mastercard & Visa

Garage
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8-5
1900
Gatesborough-

Oct. 19
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
94 West at Lynn
1 3 miles
Grove (5/
from Murray).
Swing set, freezer,
much
bicycle,
more.

Stereo,

Atari,
Tools. Something
for

Garage
Sale
1504 Beckett
Canterbury
Fri. & Sat.
8 till 3
nice
Lots
of
clothing, dishes,
misc. items.

YARD
SALE
Sat., Oct. 19
8-4
1722 Holiday
Dr.
Infant and Toddler Clothes.

owner, 400ft.x143ft
lot with septic tank, well
and electric poll. Call
436-5360 after 5p.m.
$3,500.

BEttROOM brick, 2
full baths, 30x30 game
room, 15x21 den, 15x24
living room, 2 car
garage. 3,000 sq. ft.
Fresh paint inside &
out. New carpet.
Located on double corner lot in East Y
Subdivision $65,000.
Call 753-5717.
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath,1704
Farmer Ave Murray.
$39,000. Call 753-3006
3 BR, 2 bath, large
family room (could be
used for mother-In-law
apt.). Quiet street near
shopping center,
$55,000. Call 753-4486.
3 BR house with
breezeway. 1 car garage, large yard. 3 miles
south on 641. Call after
4p.m. 753-7471.
4 BR, 2 bath, double
garage, in city, low 70's.
Ask for Bob 753-1492,
Century 21, Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
4 BR on 2 1/2 acre lot, 2
car garage, lots of out
buildings. Kirksey area
$23,000. 1-247-0102.
AN extra good, 2 bedroom, brick house.
Large living room &
combination dining
room, fireplace, electric heat. Lots of
cabinets and closet
space on a large lot. 806
N. 18th St. Call 753-3796
RY owner, 2 miles easf
of Old Almo. $18,000
Call 753-1680 or 753-4397.
TIY owner- house priced
for quick sale. $13,000.
Call 437-4678.

1978 LINCOLN Town
Car, 55,000 miles,
loaded & ready NADA
$4,800 our price $2,450.
1978 Buick Regal Coupe,
V6, tilt, AC, has small
dent, our price $1795.
Deals On Wheels Auto
Sales, 217 N. 6th St.
Mayfield ('247 2424. 50
Quality used cars &
trucks in stock now.
1978 MALIBU Classic, 2
dr., V8, PS, PB, black.
Call 489 2531 after 4p.m.
1978 MONTE Carlo
Landau, ps, pb, power
windows & doors. Nice
car. Call 762-2358:
1979 MERCURY Grand

LONELY country home
on 4 acres, recently
listed through Kopperud Realty. Lots of
mature shade trees &
lovely landscaping.
Well maintained &
ready for quick possession. Offered at only
$35,000. Phone 753-1222.
NICE 2 BR frame
house 412 S. 8th St. Full
basement, paved
driveway, garden spot,
outbuildings. Call 7535209 for more
Information.
PRICE just reduced on
this like new, 3 BR,
brick home on 2 acres.
Central electric heat
pump with reasonable
utility bills, 1 & 1/2
baths, attractive landscaping. Let us show
you this one at 147.500.
7
Phone Kopperud Realty

Marquis, one owner,
low mileage. Call 753
6553.
1981 6 CYLINDER Pontiac station wagon, very
sharp and low mileage.
Call 753-7573.
1981 GRAND Prix,
cruise, tilt, power win•
dows, am-fm cassette,
sharp Call after 4p.m.
435-4318.
1981 LINCOLN Town
car, signature series,
loaded, excellent con
dition, $8,800. Call 753
8663.
1982 OLDS Cutlass
Supreme Brougham,
V-8 engine, tilt, cruise,
locks, stereo, 49,000
miles, excellent condi
tion. Mon.-Fri. 8 5 753
4451, after 6p.m. 753
1580.
1982 RED Trans AM,
low miles, air, ps, pb,
power lights, AM/FM
cassette, sharp. $8200.
753.0521 between 7a.m.3:30p.m.
'75 MUSTANG, excellent condition, $1500.
Call 753-3648 after 6p.m.
'78 T•BIRD, $800. Calf
489-2346.
'BA OLDS Regency, tuff
size, 14,000 miles,
loaded. $13,500. Call
759 1249.
'8 4 VOLKSWAGON
Rabbit GTi, air, 5
speed, AM/FM cass
ette, red. Excellent
condition. $6950. Call

stand, typewriterlike new, mirror with
candle sconce, wall
decors,
Xmas
decor.,
hanging
lamp, plants, crafts,
car seat, jumper
chair, crib toys.

1981 YZ 125 YAMAHA,
good condition $425.
°IL
. DA SE 5 B 2000,
45
3' M
Call after 4p.m. 436-5403 '86
must sell. Call 753 0093.
or 436-5830.
1984 KAWASAKI, WANT to buy. 2 used
Techce 250, 3-wheeler. Bridestion tires, steel
lots of extras. Call belted 70 185/70 HR 13
753-4763.
Call 753-8512.

Fri. & Sat.

A new design tor your bustness
card store stationary *lc In
drysiuserzed drawings done et •
reasonable rate

Gold
Closed
Yesterday 326.25
Opened
Today
324.10

Call 759-9567
%." after 4 p.m.

Down

Living room suite,
curtains, bedroom
suite, misc. No
sales before 8 a.m.

AUCTION
Every Sat. Night 6:30
The Auction House
Hwy. 45 North Mayfield, Kentucky
112 mile past city limits on 45 North
Big blue building on hill on left
Partial List Already Consigned
Equipment = Ford Tractor - Plow . Disc. Mower - 6 Ft. Blade Manure Spreader
Auction

Furniture =-- Stove - Refrigerator Washer - Couch - Chairs - Oak
Chest of Drawers - Oak Roppleg
Ball and Claw Foot Table - Heaters

- Cabinets - Pots - Pans Lamps - Air Compressor - Hand
Tools - Lots of Misc.

THE AUCTION HOUSE
James 0. Riley - Auctioneer
Dwain Kennemore - Manager
Res. Phone - 502-376-5586

2.15
Compliments of•
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR A SHOE REPAIR
7 1 3 S 12th Murray Ky 42071
7

W.-

hi",
10 6

1111

Stiv., C 0.k.,,,,ttds
Dolly

'82 OLDS Omega, ex
cellent shape. Call 753
4945 after 4.30p.m

1969 FORD 3/4 ton, 4 1978 WHITE rord pickup,
speed, 300. 6 cylinder, excellent condition Call
759-4146
$900 Call 762 6103, even
mg and afternoons.
'78 JEEP CJ-7 Reneg1971 MERCURY ade, excellent condiCougar, black black tion -Call 753-6185
interior, 351 Cleveland EXTRA sharp. 1971
engine, automatic light green, custom 10,
transmission, power GMC pickup, lots of
disc brakes, sharp car, extras. Good condition.
Call 492-8511.
good tires, strong run
ner. Call 753 3250 after FORD truck, 77 model,
5p.m. $1000.
76000 miles, air, radio,
1973 GRAND Torino power steering. aut
Sport, PS, PB, air, dual drive, good condition.
exhaust, radial tires. $2500 firm. Call after
$575 or best offer, or will 4p.m. 753-0836.
trade. Call 753 8565.
GOOD wood hauler, '72
1973 RED, Ford Torino, Ford pick-up, new
good condition, best clutch. Call 437-4873
offer. Call 753-8340.
'1 9 7 6 CHEVROLET
Silverado, extra clean, 2 1973 STARCRAFT popup
owner truck. Call 436- camper, gas stove,
icebox, sink, 110 to 12 volt
2427.
'1976 FOkD Maverick, converter, sleeps 8, Call
V6, 2 door, excellent after 5 m, 492-8905
condition, low mileage. 1976 ROAD Ranger, 20
$1400. Call 762-6103 after- camper, sleeps 6, perfect condition. Call 753noons and evenings
1977 MOB. $2895 Call 2900 before 5p.m. or
753-5702 after 5p.m.
753-9710.
1977 MONTE Carlo, 1983 HOLIDAY Ram
bler 24' mini motor
loaded. Call after 4p.m.
home, low miles- better
436-5403 or 436-5830.
than new but $15,000
1977 OLDS Cutlass less at $26,750. Call
after
Supreme Brougham, weekend 901-642-7347,
$1400 or best offer. Call 642-8111.
362 8095.

Gold stove hood, TV

Friday &
Saturday
8 a.m.-?
310 S. 10th

606 S. 9th
Saturday,
Oct. 19, 1985
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
1307 Overby Ave.
No sales before 8
a.m.
Clothes, furniture,
misc. items.

nif

1950 MEVROLET 2 dr
hardtop, no post in door
Excellent for restoration $500 Call 753-4994
after* m

RUSTIC log home with
lovely stone fireplace at
the edge of the city. 3
bedrooms, central heat
& air, large unfinished
basement which could
be finished at minimal
expense. $44,500. Phone
Kopperud Realty 7531222 for all details
TWO bedroom brick
home, den with wood
burning fireplace, garage and pond on approx.
2 acre lot. State Line
Rd. west of Hazel, Ky.
Call 498-8749.

PORCH SALE

Fri. 4-11 Sat. 12-11 Sun. 1-8
Located 7 miles 121 North

NOTICE!

Toys, clothes, misc.
items, books.
Rain or Shine

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.

Mon.-Thurs. 4-10

WANTED VIC-20 computer Call 753-9487
after 4p.m
WO
like to buy New
Ideal, 1 roll, pull type
corn picker. Call 4374806.

GARAGE
SALE
Sat., Oct. 19
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Just off Hwy.
94 West in
Oaks Estates.

APPLES di sweet cider
for sale Call 489-2467
Tucker Orchard.
Landfill Rd

Closcd Surirluv

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, October 19th at 10 A.M.
at the late Charles Axon home on
North 3rd Street in Hazel, Ky. follow
signs from fruit market & State Line
Rd.
Household:

White Admiral 22 ft. s/s
refrigerator-freezer w/icemaker, white
Frigidaire range, coppertone washer & dryer,
avocado dish washer, maple dinette set, nice
modern bedroom suite w/double dresser, single
bed, stereo, Westinghouse sweeper, 74
Cadillac, 68 Plymouth, Color T.V.
Misc.: camping, fishing & picnic supplies,
breathing machine, elec. fans & heaters,
kerosene lamps, 2 fireplace sets, scanner, porch
swing, pots, pans & dishes.
Tools: skill saw, sander, drill, jig sow, wheel
barrow, push & riding mowers.
Not responsible for occident* for information end your auction moods call

Bob W.(Froity) Miller
The Auctioneer

492-8594

SAVE $2000 over Spring
price. 33 foot Seagoing
with large front deck, 4
cyl. Volvo engine, air,
shower, radios, tape
player, excellent condition. $8000. See at Town
& Country Marina or
618-524-2533.

APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 23 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper.
Bob's Appliance - Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home).
ALL type masonry
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years experience. Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476.

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs

Irrigation Residential

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKerme Tn
Cal Collect
901 362 3671 or
901 352 5704
Fria Estanates

Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dis•
hwashers, re•
frigerators. etc Earl
Lovett. 354-6956 or 7535341.

Aluminum
Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
733-0669
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.

For more information
contact Nell Wiggins
at 753 4566 anytime

N. 641 Flea Mkt.
2 Mi. N. of Murray
if former Wiggins
furniture bldg.
J.L. McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
timber. Call 753-7528.
JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs.
experience. Also,
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0366.

WILL haul pit gravel,
sand or white rock for
small jobs Also, back
hoe work Call 759 4018.

"When we clean
your carpet we
won't soak you."

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

References. Coll
our answering
service 753-3316
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references
NEED work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care.
753-0338.

Metal Roofing
& Siding
Factory direct First quality painted $43 00 per
square. Galvanized $33.00
per square. Full 36"
coverage Pay only for
what you get 5V metal in
standard lengths at
$26 95 per square
Wood's Farm Center
502-965-3176 Marion
Kentucky Free Delivery 25
squares and up
SEWING Machine Rep
air. All makes and
models. Home & Industrail. and bag closing
machines. Also scissor
Sharpning.40 yrs. experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Ky

FARM
LUMBER
*Boxing
*Framing

*Barn Posts
*Fence
Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

Industrial Drive
Murray, KY.
Phone 759-1099

ODD lob specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing You
name it, I do it You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 436
2868.
PAINTING= Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential, Free es
timates, References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 759-1987
ROOFING, Plumbing,
Concrete work, Ad
ditions, Painting
General Carpentry.
P.A. Molony Co
7 5 3 8628. Free
Estimates.

Wedding
Photography
753-8298
CARTER STUDIO
300 MAIN ST., SUITE 8
1 North 3rd Entrance
STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE
Mechanically removea
10 inches below the
surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn
Larry Wood 753 0211 or
1 443 8682
TREES trimmed or
removed
Also, yaro
Experienced
work
Free estimates Cali
436 2690.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co Rt 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 4427026

Commercial
Residential
New & Old
Free Estimates
25 Years
Experience

753-6123
FREE: award winning
kitten, great personal.
ity & good with children. Call 753-7650.

KI I LIII N CABINETS
(11\11 WOODWORKING

SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • OM • Walnut • Clvorrv
qUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVI PRICES Dress Sy a Sera Our Display

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property

Professional
Office Cleaners
753-0221
Professional
Office
Janitorial Services To
Include
Was & Buffing
Vacuuming
Rug's Steam Cleaned
Trash Disposal
General Dusting
& Scrubbing
Windows Cleaned
Bonded - licensed By Crly
of Murray

DAVE'S WINDOW
CLEANING SERVICE
Professional results
Satisfied reterences
Commercial & re•
sidential
Free estimates 10", Senior
Citizens discount. Call
753-9873 or 436-2845.
bENNIS McClure construe t ion , roofing,
painting. plumbing, interior or exterior
Phone 502-382-2689. Rt
1 Sedalia.

Saturday, Oct. 19th at 10 a.m.
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716
*FREE ESTIMATES*

LICENSED Electrician
GENERAL HOME for residential and
REPAIR. 15 years ex- commercial. Heating
perience. Carpentry. and air condition, gas
concrete, plumbing, installation and repair.
roofing, siding. NO JOB Phone 753-7203.
TO SMALL. Free es- \MOM S Mower Retimates. Days 753-6973, pair. Pickup & delivery.
nights 474-2276.
Call 753-5668.

At Mrs. Lucy Dugger Cook mobile home app. 4 miles from
Murray, Ky. just off Highway 94 East. See auction signs.
Real estate sells at 11 a.m.
Personal Property: Nice bedroom suite, 1,4 Jenny Linn Bed, fine
4 drawer chest, small desk & chair, recliner, Queen hidabed couch,
chair, coffee & end tables, R.C.A. color TV.,stereo AM:FM radio,
wood breakfast set, nice chrome breakfast set, Sissons mantle
clock, nice drop leaf coffee table, oval picture frames, old guilts,
linen, hand painted lamp, tape player, electric sander, glass wear,
some depression glass, 3 drawer filing cabinet, Maytag washer.
G.E. dryer, nice frost free ref., nice G.E. microwave oven. pots
& pans, yard furniture, other items not listed.
Real Estate: one trailer, a New Yorker 10'x50', a Champion
trailer 12'x60', city water & gas heat. Setting on app. 180 x 100 lot
A Viceroy trailer 12'x54' all electric, city water on app. 180 x 100 lot.
Terms: Cash on personal property & I trailer without lot. Real
estate &
20% down selling price day of auction. Bal. in 30
days with passing of deed.
Auction Conducted By The:

Dan Miller Auction Service
Real Estate jointly with Shroat-Waldrop
Pete Waldrop-Broker

Carmen Odom Estate
Sat. Oct. 19, 1985, 10 a.m.
2 miles west of Puryear on Foundry Hill Rd.(Watch for signs)
Terms: Cash or Check

with proper 1.0.
1972 Chevy pickup(good condition), 1969
Dodge 2-ton truck, 1968 Chevy Impala car,
1949 Chevrolet 2-ton truck, 1960 Ford 801
tractor (good condition), 1966 AC 190X1
tractor, Massey Ferguson 300 combine with
corn 1. bean header, international 105 combine with bean header, 1-5 bottom plow,
4 row cultivator, 2 disc plow 16", 1-14"
wheel disc, 1-4 wheel rubber tire wagon,
3 point hitch bog disc.6 x 6 Sidewinder bush
hog, John Deere groin drill, grader blade,
4 row corn planter, 1 pull type combine,
hay mower, 1 drag disc, 1 Poulan chain saw,
Partner chain saw, Remington Yard Master
chain saw, Acetylene torch & tanks, Montgomery Word Burkraft Arc Welder (now),
1 fuel barrel R. pump, 2 yearling Angus
bulls. 1 yearling Jersey bull, 4 yearling
heifers. Chevy truck rear bumper, 1-2
wheel trailer, 1 hay ring, 1 lot of concrete
blocks, trailer wheels, several hand tools,
other items not mentioned. 24 x 60 house
trailer (damaged), 30-30 Marlin Lever Action w/scope, 12 gauge Remington 1100
shotgun (vent rib), hydraulic lacks, log
chains, portable air tank, battery charger,
hog tongues. car ramps, drills, ladder, chain
hoist, dolly, truck chains, old riding
mowers, hand tools.

*Announcements day of sole
take precedence over previously advertised material. Conducted by:

- LAMB & TAYLOR
AUCTION SERVICE
Joe Pat Lamb No. 1143
Hazel, Ky.(502)492-8327
Firm No. 1445
Doug Taylor No. 835A
Purystor, Tenn. (901)247-3784
"Satisfactory is Our Cry"

For more

information & your auction

needs phone

435-4144 or 759-1707.

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281
Terry Paschall-AuctioneerDarrell Beane-App. Auctioneer
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
Sale held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available.

ESTATE AUCTION SALE
SATURDAY•OCTOBER 19th.10:00 a.m. SHARP
Highway 79 E. Paris, Tennessee
KENNON AUCTION CO. and SOUTHLAND REAL ESTATE have been commissioned by Mrs. Robe Gray, to sell at Public Auction the Farm Equipment
and Tools of her lete husband, Mr. Makolm Gray.
DIRECTIONS: From the Court Square in Paris, take Hwy. 79£. approximately
• miles to the Grey home place. Signs will be posted.
This Is an open sale. If you have equipment that you would like to sell,
cell now (No Junk)
JOE KENNON 641-3750 or HAROLD JACKSON 642-1999.
Auction Company personnel will be at the sale alto
Thursday. October 17th end Friday October 15th to help
you unload end check in your equipment.
THIS IS ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING
"1977 350-Chevy Custom 30 Truck w/Groin Bed "Massey Ferguson 165 Diesel lapprov
2356 hrs.) •'Woods 5 ft. Bush Hog "Ford 309 2 Row Planter w/3 pt Hitch "Ford
Cyclemower w/3 pt. Hitch "2 Row Cultivator w/Fertilizer Attochment ••New Idea I Row
Prcker •'Massey Ferguson 3 Broke Plow (14 inch, like new)"8 ft. Pick-up Disc w/3 pt Hitch
Scollop Blades on Front and Bock "100 Gallon Boom Sprayer '•Corr' ond Hoy Elevator
w/Clinton Motor (motor like new) "'Ford Post Hole Dogger (good)••Drog-type Section Hor
row ••Electrolux Form Wagon 15th Wheel w/Durnp Bed)•'3 at; Hitch Plotform Box **Ford
710 3 pt Hitch Scraper Biode •'Sub-soiler ••Co-op Hoy Fork (almost new) •*Boom Pole
•'Pond Scoop •'8 Forrowsng Crates "Set of Bross Horse Homes '2 Rolls AmerKon Wire
•'Rostus ••2 Horse Plow •'Corn Scoop •'Boomers "Jocks **log Chains ••large Bench
Vise "Smoll*Bsinch Vise "2 Sets Hand Post Hole Diggers "Lantern ••P T 0 Belt Pulley
'•Extra alode for Cycle Mower ••Ertenvon Cords •'Gorden Sprayer "Shiro Shooter Shovel
•'Bolt Cutters ••Sanaa* Mill •Drill "Skill SOW.••I Ton Chain Hoist "Sledge Hommer •'Lots
of Miscellaneous Hand Tools ond Other Items
Auctioneer Note: If you need some good Equipment or Tools that hove been token core
of. you need to come to this sole
Terms el Sole: Cash, cashiers check Or bonk letter of credit from all persons not personally
known by Auction Co

Kennon Auction Co.
Joe Kennon-Auctioneer
Firm No. 1082
and

Southland Real Estate
Joe Morgan-Broker
Harold Jack son- Aff. Broker
Information or to consign items, coil 642-3750
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Churches debate issues
By OICONAS W.CORNELL
AP SAO= Weber

It has become a standard phrase in church
preachments about
economic justice —
"God's bias for the
poor." It has become
almost a modern ecclesiastical cliche —
that "God sides with the
poor."
But is it the case?
An Episcopal
chaplain at the University of Chicago has stood
up to question that line,
and his doing so brought
a wave of protests from
those who cling to it.
The challenge to the
pet current phrase was
raised in the ecumenical
weekly, the Christian
Century,, by the Rev.
Sam ArPortaro Jr. He
says the catchphrase is
"plain old inflamm a too, partisan
rhetoric," and adds:
"The message of the
Gospel is not that God
loves any one of us more
than another. The painful beauty of the Gospel
statement is that God

loves each of us without
partiality."
Portaro arrays the
biblical prophets, Jesus
and his apostles behind
that "divine equipoise"
toward humanity and
says:
"The sooner we move
beyond the limiting notion of God's bias
toward the poor and the
oppressed, the more
quickly we may recover
the message of God's
grace and love for us
all."
That counterbalancing thesis stirred "a
great deal of reaction,
much larger than
usual" says the Rev.
James Wall, editor of
the Christian Century.
"Most of it was
critical."
That is typical, he
notes, when somebody
"doesn't follow the
line."
One letter-Friter suggested that even though
Portaro was basically
correct, it was bad
politics to say it amid
church efforts to

preserve federal programs for the poor.
The assumption that
God has a preference
for the poor has run
through much church
teaching and theological
analysis lately, from
liberation theology to
Pope John Paul II.
"A preferential option
for the poor," the pope
called it, and the U.S.
Catholic bishops cite the
phrase in their controversial draft of a
pastoral letter on the
U.S. economy.
"The idea that God
has a special affection
for those who suffer injustice is certainly old
and honorable," Portaro concedes.
"The psalmists, the
prophets, the
evangelists and the first
apostles all found God's
compassion for the
underdog worthy of
comment and
consideration."
It is sprinkled through
biblical passages and
events, from the
delivery of the enslaved

Jews from bondage in
Egypt to the birth of
Jesus to an humble, peasant family that had to
flee persecution.
"The paradox of
strength made manifest
In weakness is one of the

conrnerstones of our
faith tradition," Portaro
admits. But hi stresses
another 'side to the
story.
"Ths greatest difficulty with the image of
God's bias toward the

poor and the oppressed tural criticism has
Is that it simply does not made us aware that the
jibe with the .whole of Bible's every word is
the evilkinet.
-eoliditiened by context.
"Yes,there are plenty
"It is the record of opof citations to indicate pressed poppies whose
that God favors the perspectives naturally
downtrodden, but Scrip- Inclines them toward

Limited
time only!

Special prices on
RCA Color TV and
SelectaVision Video Products

YOU ARE ALWAYS A WINNER, WHEN YOU BUY
RCA AT WARD AND ELKINS IN MURRAY
RCA 19ilagonal XL-100
RoommateTM Color TV with
Electronic Tuning

Study made on phone company
the commission will use
the Theodore Barry
mendations to the utility study as a tool to gauge
included reducing its South Ceptral Bell's
workforce by 10 percent performance.
Management audits of
to 12 percent over the
Kentucky's
10 largest
years,
improvnext two
ing management of its utilities were mandated
by the 1984 General
construction program
and streamlining cot*, Assembly. Theodore
porate planning Barry was hired for
$624,600, which South
procedures.
Central Bell is to pay.
The 500-page study But the company can
noted that South Central pass that cost along to
Bell already is under- its customers, accortaking some of the ding to a PSC news
recommendations and release.
expects to file a plan for
South Central Bell,
each with the PSC by the state's largest
the end of the month.
telephone company, has
PSC Chairman about 800,000 customers
Richard D. Heman said in 79 counties.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
The consultant's ap( AP ) — South Central proximately 100 recom-

I

Bell of Kentucky is
financially sound and
has a good performance
record, but could cut
operating costs by about
$10 million through 1987,
according to a consultant's study released
today.
The study is part of
the telephone company's management
audit conducted by the
Kentucky Public Service Commission, which
released the report. The
audit was performed by
the Atlanta division of
the Theodore Barry &
Associates national consulting firm.

such an interpretation..
Yet we must also see in
Scripture the _equal
claim that God is God of
all the universe, and
sometimes even uses
the rich to oppress the
poor."

NOW ONLY

LIMITED QUANTITIES

Model FKR440
19 diagonal

Reagan pushes for genocide bill
Reagan did not refer
senators, had asked
WASHINGTON (AP
— President Reagan is Reagan on Oct. 11 to to that aspect but told
urging the Senate to seek ratification before Dole: "We now have an
vote this year to ratify his Nov. 19-20 summit important opportunity
the 37-year-old treaty meeting with Soviet to reaffirm to the interbranding the act of leader Mikhail Gor- national community the
fundamental and
genocide an interna- bachev in Geneva.
Kerry's letter said unswerving American
tional crime.
The president's re- ratification of the pact commitment to human
quest was made in a let- before the summit rights."
He recalled he had
ter Wednesday to would place Reagan in
Senate Majority Leader the "strongest possible first announced his
Robert Dole, R-Kan. position" to raise with "vigorous support" for
The request apparently Gorbachev "the plight the treaty last
breaks a lengthy im- of Soviet Jews" and September at a convenpasse that has blocked other human rights tion here of B'Nai
B'rith.
Senate action on the issues.
pact, which was inspired by the killing of
millions of Jews and
other groups by Nazi
Germany during World
War II.
Dole had said he
would not schedule a
Senate vote on the treaty, which was reported
out of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee last May 21, until
he had received a direct
request from the president to do so.
Aides said the president's letter apparently
clears the way for
action.
The letter to Dole was
made public by Sen.
John Kerry, D-Mass.,
who, with 45 other

Model F1cR460
19" ctiagonal
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RCA 25 diagonal XL-100
Color TV with
ChanneLock Digital
Remote Control
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RCA 25f_lagonal Color TV
with Electronic Tuning

$648n

Fire takes
embassy
MADRID, Spain (AP)
— Fire severely damaged the Iranian Embassy
in the Spanish capital today, but no one was injured, police said.
The fire began before

dawn in a records room
and destroyed the archives of the embassy,
which is located in the
northern part of
Madrid, police said., A,
short circuit was
suspected of being the
cause of the fire.
Several baits of the
Madrid fire department
fought the fire for two
-hours before bringing it
under control, police
said.

•11.

RCA Video Cassette
%So
Recorder
OM SRAM
SERVICI PARTS
601111•11•

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

011111111011140111111
•••••••

• Digital clock/tape counter with memory

$3.78"

Model VLT269

• Infrared remote control
• New express recording (XPR)
• Electronic tuner. with 80 presets
• High-speed Search and Stop Actioh

$428"

FREE DELIVERY AND SET UP
1982 Pontiac Gran Prix

'FREE DELIVERY•FREE PARKING•BANK RATES•EASY TERMS

Gray

$5,300

8.8°0 A.P.R.
financing On
S•10 Pickups
and S 10 Blazers
DINAIN TAYLOR
CUE VROLET
S. 12th St. 753.2617

• New express recording (XPR).
• Electronic tuner with 80 presets
• High-speed Search and Stop Action

RCA Video Cassette
Recorder

DWAIN TA1r1:011
CHEVROLET
713-2611

4

641 S. Mervey

WARD & ELKINS
Court Square Murray

Murray, Ky.

Ph. 753-1713

